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AEA provides its members with an
Army Engineer Network for Life. Why
is this important? Army Engineers excel
at completing complex and demanding
missions in war and peace, always
performed with uncommon dedication,
ingenuity, and unsurpassed standards
of excellence. All members of this
network are thus inseparably linked for
life by their service.
Benefits include:
1. Affordable rates.
A 12-month regular membership is
only $25, a 24-month regular term
is $45, and a 36-month regular
membership is a $60 value.
There are even lower junior rates
for currently serving soldiers and
DA civilians in the following grades:
PVT–SFC, 2LT–1LT, W1–W2,
GS1–GS9. These lower rates are
as follows: 15 months at $15, 27
months at $25, and 36 months at
$35. First-time, 36-month members,
and lifetime members receive a
complimentary Engineer regimental
coin.
Lifetime membership for $300 is
available with a one-time payment.
2. Subscription to Army Engineer.
3. Opportunities for professional
development.
4. Participate in award and recognition
programs.
5. Discounts at the Engineer
Regimental Store.
6. Eligibility for the award of academic
scholarships.
Visit www.armyengineer.com to join!

YOU

ARE FORMALLY
INVITED.

The Army Engineer Association
on behalf of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
cordially invites you and your guest(s)
to join them for the

INDUSTRY SEMINAR
Thurday, August 3, 2017

149TH ANNUAL
ENGINEER CASTLE BALL
Friday, August 4, 2017

HYATT REGENCY CRYSTAL CITY
2799 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202
To get your tickets, go to http://www.
armyengineer.com/conferences.htm.

August is always a busy month
in the National Capital Region. We
will host the 149th Annual Engineer
Castle Ball at which the United States
Army Chief of Engineers, LTG Todd
Semonite, awards the GOLD deFleury
Medal to an individual (or individuals) whose contributions to the Army
Engineer Regiment exemplify boldness, courage, and commitment to
a strong national defense. The Chief
also will recognize the USACE Soldier
of the Year, NCO of the Year, Civilian
of the Year, as well as several other
exemplary performers in USACE. It is
open to all Army Engineers and their

supporters to celebrate
our own and their accomplishments for the
year.
Also happening is
this year’s AEA Industry
Seminar. This year’s
seminar will address
two threads of a perennial challenge that has
become harder to solve
each year: Infrastructure repairs to an aging
national framework and
the need for strong cyber defense
capabilities built into our smarter facilities. We have a great lineup of speakers and panel members. Scheduled
senior speakers include SES Randall
Robinson, Acting ASA, (IEE), SES; COL
(Ret) Jerry O’Keefe, Administrative
Assistant to the SECARMY; and LTG
Semonite. Several of these leaders will
help describe what a $1 trillion infrastructure program looks like and why
we must continue to incorporate smart
cyber defenses into our DoD facilities.
In this edition you’ll find some of
the emerging thoughts on the risks
and rewards of constructing
cybersmart buildings (p. 28). This
article discusses the concept of integrating cyber defense into the design
of the facility rather than adding it as
an afterthought to the construction
process, as well as the collaboration
process to bring stakeholders together
to solve multi-functional problems. As
DoD maintains more than $200 billion
in facilities that need upgrades just to
be energy efficient, we need to build
new facilities with this capability and
explore the best means to integrate
this into the existing inventory of facilities.

We have
tried to take
Army Engineer
magazine and
have it highlight
current challenges and potential
solutions in the
Engineer Regiment.
While some
articles in this
issue are tied to
the seminar topics, most cover items of interest to the
Engineer Regiment and our training.
Some of these are new skills driven by
technology. Some are old skills that
have atrophied somewhat that we
need to become expert on again.
The Rough Terrain Airborne Operations mission (p. 24) by the 27th EN
BN is a small population skill that is a
huge capability for the Army. While
the operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have not required this skill, the
Army global mission does require that
capability.
I once heard that the Regiment
only gets the difficult problems; if they
were easy, someone else would have
solved them. It is with the difficult
problems that you need your best
people and the best organizations.
That the Army routinely brings its
toughest problems to the Engineer
Regiment should be a source of pride
for all of us.
ESSAYONS.

David Theisen
Executive Director
Army Engineer Association

notes, news, updates

The Army Engineer Association
(AEA) is a member–based, nonprofit
corporation specifically organized to
facilitate cohesion, interaction, and
networking within the United States
Army Corps of Engineers’ total family
of soldiers, civilians, family members,
and alumni. As such, AEA serves as
both the “Honor Fraternity” and
“Alumni Association” for the U.S.
Army Engineer Regiment.
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OR
Mail a note to:
Army Engineer Association
P.O. Box 30260
Alexandria, VA 22310-8260
NOTICE: Magazines are not
forwarded automatically by the U.S.
Postal Service if you move. Keep
your mailing address current.
2. ORIGINAL ARTICLES
Editorial guidelines pertaining to
articles submitted for publication are
available at
www.armyengineer.com.
Article and advertising CLOSE dates:
ISSUE

DEADLINE

JAN/FEB 2017
MAR/APR 2017
MAY/JUN 2017
JUL/AUG 2017
SEP/OCT 2017
NOV/DEC 2017

2 NOV 2016
4 JAN 2017
1 MAR 2017
2 MAY 2017
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3. RECEIPT OF A MAGAZINE
DAMAGED IN MAILING
Email LINDA MITCHELL at
execasst@armyengineer.com
OR
Mail a note to:
Army Engineer Association
P.O. Box 30260
Alexandria, VA 22310-8260
PUBLICATION: Army Engineer is published six
times a year and produced using Mac hardware
and Adobe Creative Cloud (CC) software. It is

NO SURRENDER!

Beth O’Hara, Editor

BEARDSLEE SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

AEA has determined the winners of its 2017 Colonel Harold M. Beardslee
Scholarship Award Program. Those receiving $1,000 awards are:
CONNOR R. FLACK
Smithton, IL
CHRISTOPHER E. HARRINGTON
Manassas, VA

LUKE C. DIXON
Blossvale, NY
DEREK P. RAY
Waynesville, MO

Competition for these awards is open to the families of AEA members who
have been accepted for membership at or are attending an accredited
four-year college or university’s undergraduate program. This marks the 28th
consecutive year the AEA has awarded scholarships. A total of $112,000 has
been awarded to deserving students.
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
ASH, MSG William........................................................................................................ USAES
BEHRENDT, Eric A....................................................................................................UC SAME
BOWLING, CW2 Mark J. ........................................................D/249th EN BN (Prime Power)
DOAN, Matthew..................................................................................... Booz Allen Hamilton
DUGAN, Timothy................................................................................... New England District
HABER, Grant................................................................................. American Innovations, Inc.
HARVIE, Ann Marie R. ........................................................................... New England District
KACVINSKY, Beth.................................................. South Florida Water Management District
LaBARRE, Sedar...................................................................................... Booz Allen Hamilton
LEW, CPT Donald K. ....................................................................... 57th EN Co., 27th EN BN
MAKA, Brian...............................................................................................Huntington District
PARKER, CW3 William A..........................................................D/249th EN BN (Prime Power)
RAMOS-GINES, Dr. Orlando..................................................................... Jacksonville District
RICE, 1LT Grant...................................................................511th Engineer Dive Detachment
STEVENS SAMPSON, SGT Karen...................................................................................JMRC

printed in Rolla, MO, by Scotts Printing Company
and mailed from Fort Leonard Wood. Main body
text and most headlines are set in Avenir.

ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE
AECOM............................................13
Caterpillar...................................22–23
Dewberry..........................................17
Federal Contracts Corp.................... c3

Kipper Tool.........................................4
Power to Pass................................... c2
Pulaski County Tourism Board..........13
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securely and quickly.

ELLO, gentle reader. It’s
the end of June as I write
this, and summer—and my
flowers—are in full bloom.
I wish for you a fantastic and safe
summer! Wear those life vests while
on the water, folks! And wear those
brain buckets while out on your
motorcycles.
My younger son is now living and
working in Seattle, and my older has
graduated from the residency program
at Carl R. Darnell Army Medical
Center, is engaged to be married, and
is stationed now in San Antonio. Life
keeps changing—and getting better!
Go, Cardinals!
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BRONZE
CW2 BENJAMIN M.
SCHWARTFIGURE
ANDREW J. VAN OHLEN
COL RYAN E. SAW
CPT SHAUN J. LEVANDOSKI
SFC JOSE F. VELASQUEZ
SFC MICHAEL PETITTA
SSG MATTHEW D. KLINE

SHERRY SNIDER
OLIVIA S. GRAY
JULIE GOLINGHORST
MICHELLE HELTON
MARY PAYANT
ALICIA C. GREER
SHERRIE A. RESCH
TANYAH DIANE STONE
MELODY W. LANDERS
LAUREL-LEE STATES
JULIE A. BIGELOW
HOPE S. BALES
LISA RAYMER
REBECCA FERGUSON
PAMELA CROSTHWAITE
PHYLLIS R. CRAWFORD
SHANNON LUZZATTO
MARSHA TURNER

PV2 BRANDON L. GOODEHUDSON
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T10
Class 201-17
SPC WILLIAM K. KYEI
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17-28
PV2 DONNY DANIEL
D Co, 554th EN BN, 713-12V10
Class 03-17
SSG JAMES R. TEAGUE
Urban Mobility Course, 35th
EN BN
SGT TRIVIA D. GRIFFIN
C Co, 31st EN BN, Drill
Sergeant of the Cycle, Class
17-6-2
PVT LOGAN A. BOURQUE
C Co, 31st EN BN, 12B OSUT,
Class 17-6-2
PFC BRANDON A. MENSCH
D Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 15-17
PVT JARED E. CLARKE
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12Q10
Class 17-06
2LT AMANDA R. BELL
B Co, 554th EN BN, 12A,
EBOLC Class 02-17
PV2 DAVID S. JAHAY
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12Y10
Class 004-17
PFC STEVEN A. THROPP
A Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 16N-17
PV2 ALEX K. WINTER
C Co, 35th EN BN, 12B OSUT,
Class 17-007
SSG COREY T. ULLOM
C Co, 35th EN BN, Drill
Sergeant of the Cycle, Class
17-007
PV2 GERALD RONAN
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R10
Class 12-17
PFC CHAU N. NGUYEN
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K10
Class 17-012
SGT KOBY W. HIGGINS
80th TTC, 102nd Div, 12K10
Class 003-17

PV2 CRAIG R. DAVIS
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T10
Class 05-17
PVT DILLON N. WALL
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17-29
PV2 MARVIN Z.L. BARKER
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 173001
SPC KELSEY A. DEBOER
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17300-2
PV2 BINBIN CHEN
A Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 17N-17
SPC SEAN P. GRAHAM
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 1731
PFC SYLVESTER S. AGYEMAN
D Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 18N
PV2 TAYLOR GRAY
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12Y10
Class 05-17
SPC JOSEPH V. TORRES
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R10
Class 13-17
SPC DEREK W. BARKER
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS),
12W10 PH 3 Class 002
2LT JAMES L. TYSON
B Co, 554th EN BN, 12A,
EBOLC Class 03-17
SGT KYLE W. HORN
102nd DIV, 12R20 Class 003-17
SPC ADRIAN M. MINOR
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T10
Class 006
PVT RAJOHN D. WALKER
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K10
Class 17-014
PVT ZACHERY S. DAGUE
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K10
Class 17-015
PV2 MARTHA N. DIAZ
A Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 20-17N
PFC PRISCILLA STROBERG
D Co, 554th EN BN, 71312G10 Class 01-17
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SILVER
COL BERNARDINO C.
CAPRIATO, JR.
CSM HAROLD A. REYNOLDS JR.
COL DAVID A. CALDWELL
COL CHRISTOPHER G. BECK
COL CHRISTOPHER J. BARRON
COL CHRISTOPHER T. DREW
COL ANTHONY P. MITCHELL
BG DAVID C. HILL
SGM VICTOR M. RODRIGUEZ
COL JOHN W. HENDERSON
SUE A. ENGELHARDT
COL MARK C. QUANDER
COL WILLIAM J. SCHUTZ
COL RICHARD L. HANSEN
COL KEVIN S. BROWN
COL KEVIN P. LANDERS
COL LARRY F. DILLARD, JR.
COL RICHARD D. SHATTO
COL SCOTT R. SHRADER
MG LEWIS G. IRWIN
COL JOHN G. BUCK

SPC SHARIFF J. ALVAREZ
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R10
Class 14-17
SSG PHILIP D. EHORN
SLC, 2E-SIS4/030-ASIS4 Class
08-17
SPC MIKAEL C. COOK
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17360
PV2 LEXIS M. HERNANDEZ
D Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 21-17
CPL TYLOR J. FUGATE
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV,
12N10 Class 011-17
PFC LEVI N. JUNGLING
D Co, 169th EN BN, 12K10
Class 17-016
SPC PATRICK M. IRVIN
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12Y10
Class 007-17
SSG RAY A. TAYLOR, JR.
Engineer SLC, 12P Class 003-17
SFC ELDON J. WHITE
Engineer SLC, 12Y Class 003-17
SSG JOSEPH W. FEICK
Engineer SLC, 12N Class
003-17
SSG MICHAEL K. SMITH
Engineer SLC, 12B Class 003-17
SPC AKAME NDUMBE
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17320
PV2 JOVAN R. TULLOCH
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 17350
PV2 TERRANCE M. DOUGLASS
A Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 19-17N
SPC TONI C. STEELE
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12Y10
Class 006-17
SGT KYLE T. OKEEFE
Engineer ALC NCOA, 12W
Class 003-17
PVT MARTIN F. RODRIGUEZ
A Co, 554th EN BN, 12N10
Class 22N
PVT IVAN K. FLORES
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12R10
Class 15-17
PV2 DOMENICK PUPO
B Co, 169th EN BN, 12T10
Class 007
SGT ERIC A. GEHRIG
Engineer ALC NCOA, 12B
Class 003-17
PVT JORDAN A. OBRINGER
C Co, 169th EN BN, 12W10
Class 1737
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CPT RICHARD G. SNYDER
CPT VERNON J. WHITE
LTC BRITT W. WELCH
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CPT JOHN D. BAER
2LT HUNTER W. FIREBAUGH
CPT DUSTIN L. EGGLESTON
CPL CURTIS TETI
CPT LOUISA KOEBRICH
1LT BRIAN ELLIS
SGT KEVIN A. ROBERTS
SSG JUSTIN S. HILLMAN
CPT MARIE B. TIMM
SSG COREY POINDEXTER
SSG JASON JONES
RONALD S. PAYNE
BRANDON D. SCOTT
JOHN JOHNSON
SEKIA M. DALTON
DONNA DICKSON
ROBIN D. CROSBY
CPT ROBERT R. ZIMMERMAN
CPT STANLEY BENARICK
1LT NATHAN GUSTAFSON
CPT KRISTOFER JOHNSON
CPT JAY BEEMAN
CPT DANIEL L. STRASSER
KONRAD W. FARIES
MATTHEW M. MILLER
BRANDON M. MEINERT
CPT LAURA M. CAMPERSON
1LT MATTHEW S. JUNTZ
CPT ANDREW SCHMIDT
CHRISTOPHER C. WRIGHT
RUTH E. TOWNLEY
JANA B. MOON

SSG ANTHONY CATES
SFC JEFFERY H. CORNETT
SFC MICHA I. STINSON
LTC STEPHEN A. RESCH
1SG KEVIN M. PADILLA
BRETT D. SCHARLOW
SSG ADLI KADAN
SFC KIZZYANN J. LONDON
SSG DANIEL C. HARBISON
MAJ STEFAN K. SIEMIENIUCH
BRIAN PECKINS
LTC BRYAN A. MORGAN
SFC AUGUSTO PINEIRO
MAJ GAETANO K. SIMETI
GREGORY C. EDGIN
CPT MATTHEW BURGOON
COL JOSEPH A. RICCIARDI
SARA BROWN
1SG ALAN L. FORESTER
SGM JAMES P. PARRY
CSM WALTER T. BROWN
LINDA D. HAMM
WILLIAM P. SEIB
WILLIAM E. IRWIN
CW3 WILLIAM A. PARKER
SFC MICHAEL E. NICHOLS
MSG THOMAS K. MILLER
CHARLES W. FOSTER
DEREK A. POMMERENCK
MSG DREW D. SEIDEL
MAJ KHANG N. HO
MAJ RICARDO D. ROACH
MAJ DANIEL M. LAVOIE
KELLY M. BECK
SFC DOUGLAS G. NORTON
LTC (RET) STEVE HARMON
SFC RONALD P. BROWN
MIKE DILLABOUGH
SFC CHRISTOPHER W. SLACK
JODY S. FARHAT
MAJ (RET) JAMES M. OROSZ
LTC DARRELL W. MARTIN JR.
SFC RALPH R. SUTTON
SFC JOHN E. BORNHOEFT
SFC ROBYN D. MESSINEO
SFC FRANCISCO RENFROE
CPT IAN S.F. GRIFFITH
LTC ELISA D. O’HERN
MAJ SYLVAN A. SMITH
SFC WASHINGTON D.
CARRERA
ANTHONY VIDAL, SR.
MARGARET M. (MEG) JONAS
CPT VIRGINIA BRICKNER
SFC RICHARD M. LAUGHLIN
1SG DAVID M. RAY
COL LISANDRO MURPHY
WO2 DALE ROUTLEDGE
NEIL T. SCHWANZ
AZAMAT VILLAR
MANISH BHATT
LTC DEAN SCALETTA
MAJ SUSAN KIBLER PARKER
ROHINTAN C. PATEL
COL KEVIN N. BURAS
DR. K. JACK KILLGORE
MAJ BRANDON E. THRASHER
1SG WILLIAM A. PORTER
THOMAS J. FICHERA
GARY A. STANGELAND
MAJ DAVID M. MYERS
MAJ VASHON W. FERGUSON
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STEEL
CPT RUSSELL COOPER
SSG FELIX DOMINGUEZ
CPT ROBERT A. PEREZALEMANY
SGT ARTUR ZBIKOWSKI
SSG ANTHONY E. PERSINA
SSG MARK A. SICKLES
SSG MASON A. WEITZEL
SSG SAMUEL E. GEERTS
CPT ZINA SALAZAR
CPT ALEXANDER T.
WITHENBURY
CPT ANTON V. FAUSTMANN
SSG NATHANAEL LUCKENBILL
SSG NICHOLAS E. ROSS
CPT JARED S. BALDWIN
CPT DANIEL M. JANSEN
CPT TAYLOR S. SCHENCK
CPT DALE C. BRAXTON
SSG DENORRIS J. HINTON
SSG MARIO J. JERI
SSG CETRA A. BANKS
SSG CHRISTIAN RAMOS
1LT MOHAMMED AFZAL
KHAN, III
1LT KATHERINE E. RUTHERFORD
SSG THOMAS CHANDLER
SSG SPENCER HAINES
1LT ELENA SPIELMANN
CPL MICHAEL HACKER
SSG ROBERT D. VELASQUEZ
1LT NICOLE JACKS
CPT CHRISTOPHER A. WALISER
1LT NATHAN A. RYBA
CPT SOO HO PARK
CPT ZINA SALAZAR
CPT CHRIS WAGNER
CPT EZRA SWANSON
VIOLA D. CRAWLEY
CPT MICHAEL ECKLUND
SGT ARICH L. ERDESKI

1SG RAY RAMIREZ
COL KEVIN KNUUTI
TIMOTHY PANGBURN
GREGORY E. BERTOGLIO
LTC MELANIE A. DUGAR-FOY
SSG RAYMOND HOKE
SFC CEDRIC D. GUSTAVE
SFC GARRETT H. KILE
LTC SAMUEL L. BATTAGLIA
CW3 ANTHONY R. JELLISON
SFC AARON A. NORRIS
CW2 CHARLES D. BASHOR
MAJ NICHOLAS B. STEWART
SSG CARLOS JIMENEZ
LTC DENNIS C. STITT JR.
CW3 CHAD A. MELANESE
LTC WALTON A. MOORE, JR.
SGM JIMMIE L. FREEMAN
LTC ARLO J. REESE
MAJ WILLIAM B. ENGLISH
CHARLES H. BEAUDUY
MSG BRIAN BURGAN
1LT LUKE GROOM
CW2 ROBERT W. OWENS JR.
MAJ LAURA E. SHIPLET
KEVIN CURRAN
SFC JACOB C. SPRAWLS
CPT NATHAN MAGEE
VALARIE LISA GRANDE
CYNTHIA K. DOHNER
GRACIA B. SZCZECH
JAY SEMMLER
BRETT A. BRENIZE
LTC KURT E. NIELSEN
SFC BENJAMIN B. BOWMAN
MAJ BRODIE K. HOYER
CPT AHMAD N. MATTHEWS
1SG STEPHEN J. ALLESCH
MAJ ERIK W. KARSTENSEN
SFC AUSTIN HEINISCH
MAJ WADE H. SMITH
MAJ VANESSA R. BOWMAN
MSG MYRON C. HARVEY
SFC KEVIN P. HASTINGS
LTC WILLIAM R. GUEVREMONT,
III
COL MITCHELL I. LEWIS
LTC TRACY A. COLEMAN
MSG JERRY I. HANKINS
MSG MICAH M. MARCHAND
SFC JERED A. GODDARD
MSG EZELL ADAMS III
MAJ ANTHONY M. GLANDORF
SFC STEPHEN P. OLSON
SFC BRIAN A. MEYER
CW3 JOSE G. LOPEZSANTIAGO
SFC WILLIAM N. LAND
SFC CHRISTOPHER A. WITTE
CW2 RICHARD C. ALLEN
CSM FAITH A. ALEXANDER
SFC ANTHONY B. McDAVITT
CPT JOSHUA WISE
LTC STUART C. GREER
CPT DANIEL L. SIMMONS
1SG GREGG V. CAMPBELL
SFC GEOFFREY DAVIS
1SG TODD E. HENNIS
SFC KYLE D. KIZER
SFC MICHAEL S. RASTETTER
SFC ROBERT S. YBARRA
SFC THOMAS E. KETCHUM

1st Infantry Division (Big Red One)
Everyone who ever served in the
1st ID or any unit attached to it is
cordially invited to attend.
26–30 July
Westin Kansas City at Crown Center
Kansas City, MO
Details and registration forms can be
found at www.1stID.org
SFIDPA@gmail.com
215.654.1969

84th and 62nd ECB / Korean War
28th Annual Reunion / All guests
welcome.
11–14 September
Radisson Hotel
Branson, MO
Monday: registration; Tuesday
and Wednesday: tours and shows;
Thursday, business meeting and
final dinner. Activity package of
$277 includes most meals, shows,
transportation, etc. Contact Carol
Nelson at cen21255@verizon.net for
registration and added information.

PBS&J
Pearson Engineering
Polu Kai Services
Pulaski County Tourism Bureau
Phantom Products, Inc.
Plexus Scientific Corporation
RMA Land Construction, Inc.
Society of American Military Engineers
Schiebel Technology, Inc.
Sellers-Sexton, Inc.
Sevenson Environmental Services, Inc.
Stronghold Engineering, Inc.
Systems & Electronics, Inc.
Tactical Lighting Solutions
Taylor Engineering, Inc.
TEREX Corporation
Tetra Tech, Inc.
TEXTRON Systems Corporation
The Louis Berger Group, Inc.
The Sandbagger Corporation
The Shaw Group, Inc.
The SKE Group
The SPECTRUM Group
Trimble
Turner Construction Company
United Services Automobile Association
URS Corporation
Versar, Inc.
Volvo Construction Equipment, NA, Inc.
WFEL Ltd.
Zodiac of North America, Inc.

Atomic Demolition Munition (ADM)
28–30 July
Saint Robert, MO
POC: Steve Harmon l 937.422.3984
589th EN BN Association (Vietnam)
6–10 September
Stone Castle Hotel & Conference Center
Branson, MO
www.589thengineers.com
BSpencer@589thengineers.com
Bob Spencer l 701.303.0282

l

577th EN BN Vietnam
7–10 September
San Antonio, TX
POC: Jim Stevens l jrs562@aol.com
704.363.5358

Mobile. For further info/details,
contact Fred Webb l 251.680.5901 l
fred.webb.547@att.net

l

14th Combat EN BN Association
12–14 September
Las Vegas, NV
POC: Douglas Fowler l 716.675.6680
webmaster@14thcombatengineers.org

46th Engineer Battalion
6–10 September
Frankfort, KY
Contact Vern Nelson l 715.886.3290
l jvnels2@solarus.net

97th EN BN (Const)
(formerly 97th EN REGT)
Proposed Reunion
14–17 September
Fort Wainwright, AK, or Las Vegas, NE
POC: J Neil Jednoralski
2216 Brookwood Lane
Salina, KS 67401-3714
785.825.6847

19th Combat EN BN Vietnam and
Attached Units
7–9 September
Baymont Inn
139 Carmel Valley Way
St. Robert, MO
Call 573.336.5050 for reservations;
mention the 19th Group.
www.19engrvn.org/

547th EN BN (Combat) Association
with the 567th Engineer Company ADM
(Darmstadt and Hanau, Germany)
14–17 September
Reunion Cruise on the Carnival Cruise
Ship Fantasy sailing out of Mobile, AL,
to Cozumel, Mexico
Most members will start the reunion
at The Holiday Inn Hotel Downtown

44th EN BN [Brokenheart]
Association
20–23 September
Grand Plaza Hotel
Branson, MO
Make reservations with Branson
Tourism Center, 220 Branson Hills
Parkway, Branson, MO 65616
800.268.4014
Room rate of $78.62 includes
breakfast buffet; tour activities:
Showboat Dinner & Cruise $75/
person; Banquet Dinner & Show $70/
person.
POC: Dave Clasby l 314.837.0996
l dnclasby@att.net OR Ken Jobe l
757.428.0328 l kejo425@aol.com
31st EN BN Combat Association
Veterans from all eras are invited.
5–8 October
Hotel Elegante Conference and Event
Center
2886 South Circle Drive
Colorado Springs, CO
For further info/details, contact LTC
(Ret) Leo Farias l 361.815.7749 l
leofar41@gmail.com

veterans & reunions

First Command Financial Planning
Fluor Daniel, Inc.
Freightliner LLC
Gehrlicher Solar America Corp
General Dynamics Land Systems
Granite Construction
HDR Engineering, Inc.
Horne Engineering Services, Inc.
Huitt-Zollars, Inc.
Ingersoll-Rand Company
J. W. Morris, Ltd.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
John Deere & Company
KBR – Kellogg Brown & Root
Kipper Tool
Kockums – KKRV
Leo A. Daly
Lindbergh & Associates, LLC
Mabey, Inc.
MAN Technologie AG
Michael Baker Corporation
MWH Americas, Inc.
National Security Associates, Inc.
NIITEK, Inc.
NITAR, LLC
Northrop Grumman IT Intelligence Group
(TASC)
Oshkosh Defense
Pangea, Inc.
Parsons
Parsons Brinckerhoff, Inc.

POCs: Tom Ebrite l 765.286-4906
s2snoopy@comcast.net
John Hack l 219.947.2363 l
silverjon3@yahoo.com

864th EN BN (PACEMAKERS)
18–22 October
Seattle, WA
POC: Ralph Willing l 860.977.9937 l
willingrvw@gmail.com
To register, go to https://reunionpro.
com/sponsors/864th-ebaa
249th EN BN Association
All veterans of the 249th from 1944 to
present welcome.
26–29 October
Nashville, TN
Activities include Nashville tour, Grand
Ole Opry Show, and General Jackson
Showboat Dinner Cruse. Contact
Robin Wandell l 660.815.1166 l
firewoodfriends@hotmail.com
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Johnson Controls, Inc.
Kenco Corporation
MacDonald-Bedford
Multiview Inc.
Nichols Liu LLP
Project Time & Cost, LLC
QinetiQ – North America

591st EN Co. Vets
10th Reunion / 50th Anniversary
All members from 1966–1972,
including Sappers from 2007–2014
15–19 July
Branson, MO
POC: Ken Kiel l 414.529.7731 l
kcconst@wi.rr.com l http://myplace.
frontier.com/~joseph.babcock2/index.
html

u

ICS Serka, LLC

STV, Inc.
Summit Technology, Inc.
TAG – Technology Advancement Group,
Inc.
Trail King Industries, Inc.
Tsay / Ferguson – Williams, LLC
USAA
Vali Cooper International, LLC
Vectrus

Submit your reunion notice to BETH O’HARA at army.engineer.magazine@gmail.com.
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PERMANENT *
AAR Mobility Systems
AECOM
Acrow Bridge
Alliant Techsystems, Inc. – ATK
ARCADIS U.S., Inc
Asset Group, Inc.
Avila Government Services, Inc.
B.L. Harbert International
BAE SYSTEMS
Battelle Memorial Institute
Bechtel National, Inc.
BRTRC Technology Research Corp.
CM Integrations, LLC
Case Construction Equipment
Caterpillar Inc.
CDM Federal Programs Corporation
CH2M Hill, Inc.
Cherry Hill Construction, Inc.
City of Rolla
Crawford Consulting Services, Inc.
Deschamps – Mat Systems, Inc.
Dewberry
DIRTT Environmental Solutions
Dynamac International, Inc.
Earth Tech, Inc.
EOIR Technologies, Inc.
Environmental Chemical Corporation
EZ Info, Inc.
FAUN TRACKWAY USA, Inc.
Faircount, LLC

Federal Contracts Corp.
Hippo Multipower/Mobile Hydraulic
Equipment

2017 Reunions
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supporting firm members
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ANNUAL *
Black & Veatch
Bobcat Company
Comanche Nation Construction
Critical Solutions International
Dawson & Associates, Inc.
Defense Products Marketing, Inc.
Definitive Logic
DRS Sustainment Systems, Inc.
Ensign-Bickford Aerospace & Defense
Company

* Members as of 25 June 2017

news & info

New geospatial equipment improves capabilities
by

BRIAN MAKA

HUNTINGTON DISTRICT
THE HUNTINGTON DISTRICT
Geospatial Branch recently integrated
two new pieces of equipment into the
geospatial equipment fleet to help
further the options for product deliverable to the District and our partners.
Both pieces of equipment were
delivered near the end of the year and
both have been placed into service on
projects in support of the Huntington
District mission.
The team expanded their Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) squadron by adding a Vertical Takeoff and
Landing System (VTOL) Phantom DJI
Phantom IV. The Huntington District
worked with the Army Aviation Directorate to acquire the first Airworthiness Release for this model of unit
inside the Department of Army. Since
that time, four additional Districts have
applied for Airworthiness Releases
based on the template created by the
Huntington team.
The first project to utilize the DJI

was completed at Bluestone Lake.
The process for acquisition of aerial
imagery for Bluestone began with
Mike Koon and Craig Ashby completing the paperwork and maps required
for submission and approval to the
Army Aviation Engineering Directorate
for the Bluestone site-specific Airworthiness Release. Ashby and John
Johnson then created all the required
documents for submission to the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
for the Certificate of Authorization by
Notification for the Bluestone Lake
site. Once all approvals were in place,
Stephen Caldwell and David Chestnut
mobilized to the site to complete the
aerial survey. This survey consisted
of making flights of the Phase 3 work
at Bluestone prior to the site being
watered up. The survey also included
fly-in videos of the site and images
downstream of the existing stilling basin in an attempt to locate a geologic
fault.
The second item added to the
geospatial fleet was the Trimble MX2
Mobile Scanner unit. The MX2 is a
dual-head Light Imaging, Detection,

And Ranging (LiDAR) Scanner and can
capture up to 76,000 points per second at speeds up to 55 miles per hour.
The team already has applied the
technology to several projects inside
the District. Working with the operations dredge team, the survey crew
(Aaron Ansell, Chestnut, and Caldwell)
have captured all the overhead wire
crossings on the Kanawha River in
response to an incident during the
June floods in which a tow struck an
overhead crossing. The team was able
to determine that the wire in question
was actually 11 feet lower than what
was listed on the navigation charts.
The team also worked with the dredge
team to capture shoreline topography
along two areas of the Kanawha River
that will be candidates for streambank
restoration projects in the near future.
The team also has used the MX2
on two land projects by making scans
of the Mohicanville Dike #2 and the
Roseville Levee. The scans will be
used to evaluate the current condition
of the structures as well as provide
a basis for future comparison of the
structures.
Bluestone Dam, Spring 2016.

2017 CYBER SECURITY &
INFRASTRUCTURE SEMINAR
Thursday, 3 August
Hyatt Regency Crystal City

2799 Jefferson Davis Highway l Arlington, VA 22202

THE INDUSTRY SEMINAR will focus on the impact
of NDAA 2017 requirements to incorporate cyber
security into MILCON and an update on how the
national infrastructure investment program has
developed within the USACE portfolio of work.

2017 ENGINEER
CASTLE BALL
Friday, 4 August

Hyatt Regency Crystal City

2799 Jefferson Davis Highway l Arlington, VA 22202

This annual gathering with the Chief of Engineers
and many of the civilian and military leaders in the
National Capital Region is convened to recognize
the Gold de Fleury recipient, the Soldier of the Year,
the NCO of the Year, and awards that recognize
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excellence within the Corps of Engineers.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ATTENDING THE
INDUSTRY SEMINAR OR THIS 149TH CASTLE BALL,
PLEASE VISIT:
http://armyengineer.com/conferences.htm

Color Guard participates in Concord Patriot’s Day Parade
by ANN MARIE R. HARVIE

JULY / AUGUST 2017

THE ANNUAL PARADE to observe
the beginning of the American Revolutionary War took place in Concord,
MA, on 17 April. The celebration is
one of many events in the ConcordLexington area to mark the war that
started in 1775. Members of the New
England District Color Guard joined
re-enactors, military, local law enforcement, bands, wreath-layers, and scouts
to march along the 3-mile parade
route that runs through the town and
stops at the historic Old North Bridge
for a wreath-laying ceremony before
returning through town.
The New England District Color
Guard has been representing the
District annually since it moved to
Concord in the late 1990’s. The current
Ranger Color Guard members all have
marched in the parade for several
years. Jennifer Samela and Bradley
Clark have been part of the Color
Guard since 2007. Clark said, “This
particular parade celebrates the direct

connection of the beginning of our
nation’s independence as well as our
nation’s army,” he said. “This parade
takes place at the epicenter of this nation’s fight for freedom.”
Jason Robinson also has been part
of the Color Guard since 2007 and
took over the lead role in 2014. He
believes that the Concord Patriot’s
Day parade allows attendees another
opportunity to see the District’s Park
Rangers. “The only time most people
see a Corps Ranger is at a park,” he
said. “This is another event to get
exposure for rangers and the Corps of
Engineers in a positive way.”
Matthew Coleman, a member of
the Color Guard since 2011, said the
parade is a good way to connect with
the Concord community. “I feel it is
important for the District, as a locallybased organization, to show support
for this important community event,”
he said.
Samela said that the gathering of
people in one place for that special,
historical event is her favorite part of
the parade. “It still gives me chills to

watch people salute or honor the flag
as we pass by,” she said.
For Coleman, Clark, and Robinson,
marching in a parade where they pass
a significant piece of history at every
step, particularly going over the historic Old North Bridge, is the highlight
of the event. “I have been participating in this parade for almost 10 years
now and my favorite parts are the
spectators and the historical location,”
said Robinson.
He added, “I love seeing the
spectators along the parade route
clapping, standing at attention, saluting the flag as it passes. I also love the
historical location; what an honor it is
to carry the flag of our nation over the
Old North Bridge where our fight for
freedom began. I love the feeling of
pride when we as a unit, representing
the Corps of Engineers, crest the top
of the Old North Bridge in step and
see the crowd on the other side, all
there to commemorate what happened at that place, that led to the
birth of our free nation. It really is one
of the greatest parts of our job!”

NEWS & INFO

at Fort Leonard Wood, MO

• Guided installation tours
• State-of-the art Engineer Museum
• Home of the Sapper Memorial Wall
• Dine in a mess hall & interact with soldiers
• Central location with direct daily flights
• Complimentary itinerary planning &
assistance obtaining bids for hotels,
catering, meeting space & much more!

PulaskiCountyUSA.com/AE
Pulaski County Tourism Bureau • St. Robert, MO

Contact The
Specialists To
Plan Your Reunion

877.858.8687

Taking success to the next level

As a 2017 Gold-level Military Friendly® employer, we know firsthand our
veterans continue to be talented assets well after their military service.
Through our ongoing collaboration with American Corporate Partners,
we also have more than 50 mentors working with veterans to help
them start their next chapter in the civilian workforce.
Learn more about how we transform unique training
and experience into meeting client needs.

Visit aecom.com/careers

Image courtesy Ashley Cross/U.S. Army (CCBY2.0)
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NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT

Plan Your Next Reunion
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A NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL will
be constructed at Hanscom AFB in
Bedford, MA, under the terms of a
$36,957,000 contract issued recently
by the New England District.
Work will be accomplished by J&J
Contractors, Inc., of Billerica, MA. Preliminary site work began in May 2017.
The project will take approximately 30
months to complete.
“This project will consist of demolition of the existing primary school, the
construction of a new primary school,
and associated site work,” said Project
Manager Robert Leitch.
The new primary school will be
constructed as an addition to the recently constructed middle school. This
multi-story structure will be approxi-

TAKE IT BACK
TO WHERE IT ALL STARTED

The project includes related
infrastructure such as parking areas,
mechanical rooms, delivery areas,
playgrounds, and site improvements
such as signage, fencing, paving, landscaping, exterior lighting, and utilities.
Phased construction will be required
to accommodate this project without
interrupting school operations. Temporary school facilities will be part of this
project, as well as deconstructing and
restoring the temporary site after the
primary school construction has been
completed.
The Corps will manage the project
and all work will be accomplished
under the supervision of a Corps’ quality assurance representative to assure
compliance with contract requirements.

u

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT

mately 80,000 square feet in size. The
project will use clear span or similar
construction methods to allow easier
reconfiguration to meet future educational needs. Near-term flexibility and
adaptability will be accommodated
through the use of fully integrated
acoustical-rated, operable wall partitions which contribute to the engineered acoustical performance of the
building. The project will include 21st
Century school concepts such as learning neighborhoods, central hubs surrounded by learning studios, flex labs,
information center annex, food service
area, supply areas, specialist rooms, art
room, music room, commons area for
dining and social networking, therapy
rooms, teacher work areas, counseling
areas, storage, administrative offices,
and other required areas for a fully
functioning facility.

ARMY ENGINEER
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Corps of Engineers awards contract to build new primary
school on Hanscom AFB

by

and

PMP, JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT

SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

QUALITY ASSURANCE OVERSIGHT
For CERP projects, USACE and
SFWMD share quality assurance
responsibilities during design and
construction, regardless of who will
be the contracting agency. As part of
program implementation, USACE and
SFWMD negotiated a CERP design
agreement to cover design activities
and a CERP master agreement to
cover construction activities. The intent of these documents is to reaffirm
cooperation between the two agencies, minimize disputes, and agree on
the work each agency will perform.
These documents also reaffirm agency
expectations for proceeding with
design and construction activities and
establish the framework for managing
and monitoring the CERP program.
DESIGN OVERSIGHT
Oversight of SFWMD-led designs
of CERP projects begins with joint
discussions and reviews of the design
contract scope of work before any design work starts and continues through
design and construction activities. The

CERP design agreement establishes
that SFWMD must follow design standards that are applied to the engineering and design of federal projects,
pursuant to applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, and policies.
The overall intent is to ensure the
design meets the purpose and intent
of the authorized project, or component of the project, and to ensure the
design meets USACE’s quality design
requirements for federal projects. Any
design features that exceed USACE
standards and design requirements
are considered betterments, which are
not required for proper functioning of
the federal project, and therefore, are
not cost-shareable and are completely
funded by the SFWMD.
In the case of CERP projects or
project components for which SFWMD
is the lead agency for construction,
the SFWMD and their contracted architect/engineering (A/E) firm have the
primary responsibility for the design,
quality control, and quality assurance
for the design products.
The following are the most important activities performed by the
Jacksonville District on SFWMD-led
designs prior to initiation of construction activities:

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality assurance of SFWMD-led
construction and engineering during
construction of CERP projects—or
features or components of CERP projects—begins with establishing a joint
quality assurance team. It continues

Jacksonville District personnel during a site visit to the C-44 pump station.

•

•

•

KACVINSKY
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PHOTO BY DR. ORLANDO RAMOS-GINES, JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT
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and construct CERP project components, or features of project components, to expedite implementation
and obtain ecosystem benefits as soon
as possible. Two CERP projects that
represent and exemplify these efforts
are the Indian River Lagoon–South
C-44 Reservoir and Stormwater Treatment Area (STA) and C-43 West Basin
Storage Reservoir projects, authorized
in the WRDA 2007 and the Water
Resources Reform and Development
Act of 2014, respectively.

•

Conduct site visits to document progress, quality, and
compliance with the approved
plans and specifications.
Review submittals, proposed
modifications, and provide
comments to the SFWMD,
including the contractor’s quality control plan and accident
prevention plan.
Continuously monitor the
contractor's quality control
program.
Raise significant technical
concerns to the PQAC Team as
soon as identified.
Monitor and review quality
control and quality assurance
inspection and materials
testing for adherence to the
approved plans and specifica-

•

•

Reviewing and assisting in development of scope and modification of SFWMD’s design
contracts, including providing
guidance and documentation
regarding USACE’s design
requirements.
Reviewing plans, specifications, and design documenta-

u

THE JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT has
implemented a novel public/public
partnership approach in project delivery to leverage unique capabilities of
both state and federal partners. The
approach used delivers project elements faster and oftentimes cheaper
than having USACE design and construct project elements alone.
This article highlights lessons
learned that other USACE districts and
possibly other Federal agencies may
find useful as they deliver infrastructure projects in the most timely and
cost-effective manner possible. It
describes the processes and actions
the USACE Jacksonville District has
implemented to ensure the USACE’s
design standards are applied to South
Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD)-led design efforts, and
ensure the non-federal sponsor is constructing projects in accordance with
the USACE’s approved designs.
The USACE Jacksonville District
has been working in partnership with
SFWMD to address a number of water
and infrastructure challenges, including flood risk reduction and ecosystem
restoration. Since Congress authorized
the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) in the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) of
2000, USACE and SFWMD have been
working together to plan, design, and
build Everglades restoration projects
as part of USACE’s largest ecosystem
restoration program.
In contrast to previous congressional authorizations, WRDA 2000
included provisions that authorized
USACE to allow SFWMD to design

BETH KACVINSKY

•
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DR. ORLANDO RAMOS-GINES

Per USACE regulations, the USACE
Jacksonville District commander must
approve the plans and specifications that SFWMD will use to issue a
construction contract solicitation for a
federal project. Commander’s approval is based on recommendations from
Jacksonville District’s technical offices
and project management based on
technical reviews. During construction
contract solicitation, changes to the
approved plans and specifications are
discussed and agreed upon before
incorporation into the contract being
solicited.

SFWMD has primary responsibility for
contract and quality assurance during
construction. The following are the
most significant activities performed
by the Jacksonville District during
the construction phase, including
the OTMP, prior to transfer to the
OMRR&R phase:

RAMOS-GINES

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF NON-FEDERAL SPONSOR-LED
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF COMPREHENSIVE
EVERGLADES RESTORATION PLAN PROJECTS

through the Operational Testing and
Monitoring Period (OTMP) of the
constructed features and subsequent
transfer of the facility to the Operation,
Maintenance, Repair, Replacement,
and Rehabilitation (OMRR&R) phase.
The CERP master agreement establishes that project construction can
be initiated once a project partnership agreement for a congressionally
authorized project or a pre-partnership
agreement or pre-partnership credit
agreement for a project pending
authorization is executed. The master
agreement also establishes that a Project Quality Assurance Coordination
(PQAC) team be established for all
authorized projects to provide support
to the project managers in overseeing
quality assurance and control during
the period of construction, including
the OTMP phase of construction.
The OTMP is the period between
construction completion and transfer
of the features/component to the
OMRR&R phase. Consistent with the
CERP master agreement, the purpose
of the OTMP is to ensure that the
features constructed are functioning as
intended. As during the design phase,
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LESSONS LEARNED:

tion reports, including providing technical comments,
questions, and guidance
regarding project requirements
according to USACE’s regulations and guidance.

•
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LESSONS LEARNED
Regardless of which agency is leading
the construction effort, it is paramount
that all projects are designed and constructed in accordance with applicable
federal and USACE technical standards and, as applicable, contractual
standards. Projects and components

implemented by SFWMD are executed using contracted design consultants and construction management
firms, with several SFWMD employees
typically assigned to oversee these
efforts. When the non-federal sponsor performs these tasks, the efforts
must be documented appropriately
and verified before SFWMD receives
credits for the work performed as part
of the federal project. Earlier involvement by the Jacksonville District in
SFWMD-executed designs and constructions has minimized requirements
for extensive after-the-fact audits and
has simplified the reviews and approvals of credits to the SFWMD.
Coordinated efforts during design
and construction help facilitate efficient project execution while avoiding areas of potential conflicts. For
example, the C-44 Reservoir and STA
design documents include requirements to complete certain construction activities by a contractor before
another contractor can work at or near
the same location. CERP authorization
allowing the non-federal sponsor to
conduct work for the federal project
has also allowed expedited award
of construction contracts, mitigating
some of the funding limitations that
both agencies have faced.
The contracting procedures used
by the two agencies are different. As
a Department of Defense component,
USACE is required to comply with the
Federal Acquisition Regulations while
SFWMD has a more commercially-oriented contracting process authorized
by their Governing Board. For ex-

ample, the State and Federal contracting regulations differ in the level of involvement that the contracting agency
can have with the contractor prior to
and during the time a formal contract
modification is issued and negotiated.
This can lead to different strategies in
the way a change is implemented during construction.
During construction, there have
been instances where the agencies
have had disagreements on a particular submittal or a proposed modification. In these cases, the agency
representatives have engaged in discussions during PQAC team meetings,
engineering coordination conference
calls, design coordination team meetings, or senior leadership meetings.
Once concerns were resolved, the
agencies have jointly proceeded with
implementation.
The process for monitoring construction, conducting site inspections,
and reviewing construction submittals
and other documentation has begun
reasonably well. When inspections
or site visits have been conducted
separately, differences in findings
have been discussed and resolved
prior to implementation of corrective
actions. Open dialogue between the
Jacksonville District and SFWMD has
proven to be effective in identifying
issues early to reduce problems during
construction.
For example, USACE field personnel observed the placement of unsuitable material during construction of a
levee. Although discussed at a PQAC
team meeting, there was substantive

CONCLUSION
Regardless of the contracting agency,
the USACE and SFWMD continue to
work jointly to ensure the quality of
design products, construction, and

DR. ORLANDO RAMOS-GINES is a senior
project manager with the Jacksonville
District.

KACVINSKY
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[ Written with contributions from
Jacksonville District teammates Steve
Duba, Chief of Construction; Eric Arndt,
Deputy Chief of Construction; David
Dudley, Chief of Engineering Design;
Crystal Markley, Engineer Technical Lead;
Steve Baisden, Senior Project Manager
for C-43 West Basin Storage Reservoir
Project; Walter Wood, Construction
Resident Engineer; and Gary Allen, Quality
Assurance Inspector ]

RAMOS-GINES

BETH KACVINSKY is a lead project
manager with the South Florida Water
Management District.

Dulles Discovery Phase Two | Chantilly, Virginia

Our long standing engineering expertise
enables us to infuse past experience and
lessons learned into every project
Neal Wright
757.498.1148 • nwright@dewberry.com
www.dewberry.com
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successful monitoring and testing of
constructed features before transferring into the OMRR&R phase. The
agencies have worked jointly to expedite the construction of CERP projects
and obtain the ecological benefits as
soon as practical. Although there are
differences in contracting practices
and design and construction oversight
processes, the agencies have successfully addressed and resolved issues or
concerns identified to date.

u
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MILLER, JACKSONVILLE

disagreement between the two agencies regarding the suitability of the
material and if it was in compliance
with contract specifications. Immediately, a USACE subject-matter expert
conducted a site inspection, observed
the borrow pits, confirmed the findings by USACE field personnel, and
resolved at a subsequent PQAC team
meeting. During another inspection,
USACE field personnel observed
the contractor using questionable
construction practices that would
compromise levee performance (lack
of compaction or water piping). After
discussion at a PQAC team meeting,
the designer of record representative
onsite conducted a site inspection,
confirmed the previous finding by USACE personnel, and after discussion
at a PQAC team meeting, the team
sought corrections.
Most CERP projects or critical
components of CERP projects are
water control structures, dams, or
levees. Although the means and
methods of USACE and SFWMD differ, projects can be executed jointly if
sufficient safeguards are put in place
to ensure design and construction
are performed with the required level
of quality. For example, substantial
discussions have occurred to ensure
understanding of USACE requirements
for dam, levee, and embankment constructions as they are more robust than
industry standards that are normally
employed in designing and constructing non-federal projects. In addition,
USACE’s design standards ensure
longer project life and protect life,
property, and the environment. Furthermore, the level of design review
and quality construction oversight
required by USACE is greater than
that required by industry. Non-federal
sponsors and their consultants must
clearly understand and embrace the
requirement to comply with applicable
USACE safety standards when designing and constructing federal projects.
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Honorable Jo-Ellen
Darcy, former Assistant
Secretary of the Army
for Civil Works, and
Dr. Orlando RamosGines, Jacksonville
District Senior Project
Manager, during
the groundbreaking
ceremony for the C-44
reservoir construction
site. PHOTO BY JENN
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tions, and notify the PQAC
team of discrepancies between
quality control and quality assurance test results.
Ensure performance of sufficient independent quality assurance tests to satisfy federal
standards for testing and that
only laboratories validated by
the USACE Materials Testing
Center are used.
Ensure identified deficiencies
are resolved.
Participate in testing and
commissioning activities and
substantial completion inspections.
Obtain, review, and provide
comments on the a) final
as-builts, b) final Operations
and Maintenance Manuals, c)
Commissioning Plan and Data,
d) Materials Testing Reports,
e) modification documentations, f) technical submittals, g)
correspondence to and from
the contractor, h) Geotechnical and Concrete Materials
Completion Report, and i) final
aerial photographs, if required
by contract or are available.
During the OTMP, participate
during warranty inspections,
conduct site visits to monitor
construction features in terms
of required maintenance and
operations, and assess if any
modifications are needed to
the constructed features to improve or correct performance
issues.
Upon successful completion of
the OTMP, make recommendation to the USACE Jacksonville
District project management
and commander for acceptance of the constructed
features.

RICE

by 1LT GRANT RICE

A case study in preparing for deployment
without access to a combat training center rotation

FIGURE 1. “Objective T” Rubric.

the process. The professionalism of
the unit made a lasting impression,
and when MCASCP had a 110’ Coast
Guard cutter begin sinking in port in
January 2016, the Range Maintenance
Department immediately called the
511th for support. The 110’ vessel was
decommissioned and was intended to
be later moved to a bombing range
at sea to be used for target practice
for Marine Corps fixed-wing assets.
If sunk prematurely, the vessel would
cause a significant obstruction to a
major commercial fishing channel in
addition to incurring significant EPA
fines as a result of the residual POL
leaking from the transmissions on the
vessel. Additionally, the MCASCP
installation planned to sell the two
transmissions at an estimated $1.5
million each, but the salt water would
have ruined the residual value of the
transmissions.

The 511th sprung to action and
traveled 250 miles within 72 hours
to prevent the vessel from sinking
completely and render the vessel seaworthy with an improvised concrete
patch. During what the 511th named
Exercise Buoyant Trident, the team
saved the air station an estimated $3
million while preventing the closure of
a major shipping and fishing channel.
However, the benefits to the 511th
Detachment were not fully realized
by Buoyant Trident, as there were
many collective tasks untrained during
the real-time response to the vessel
sinking. Unit leadership requested
additional training to use the vessel
as a training platform in accordance
with the “Objective T” rubric, where
the 511th planned to intentionally
sink then subsequently salvage the
110’ Coast Guard cutter using both
dewatering and lift-bag techniques.

If successful, the 511th would complete the Army’s largest salvage of
the previous 25 years in murky water,
during night conditions, interfacing
with organizations outside the chain
of command, and mitigating unknown
bottom conditions. The first image on
the next page is of the salvage objective on surface before the salvage
exercise that the team would name
Exercise Big Patch.
Despite the obvious training opportunity, there were three critical
points where simulating a dive-specific
CTC rotation that detachment leadership had to weigh the risk of mission
failure versus the benefit of mission
success. These decision points were
influenced by entities far outside of
the chain of command, enhancing the
training value for unit leadership in
planning and de-conflicting outside
organizations in a way that would have
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in the 25-foot depth at Fort Eustis.
Previously, the Engineer dive field
had maintained a mutually beneficial
relationship with the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, completing a wide
variety of underwater engineering
tasks that align with assigned METs at
a fraction of the cost of contracting a
commercial dive company. In order to
adhere to the legal requirements of
the Anti-Deficiency Act, the Corps of
Engineers began contracting its underwater engineering needs to private
contractors. Since then, the field has
been searching for mutually beneficial
MILCON missions to train in realistic
and challenging environments outside
of repetitive home-station training.
The 511th Engineer Dive Detachment leadership contacted numerous military bases surrounding its
home station of Fort Eustis, VA, but
struggled to find any DoD organization that wanted to hire the team to
complete real-world projects that
aligned with unit METs. By chance, the
511th Detachment spent a portion of
its training budget to conduct inspections of several waterfront facilities
at Marine Corps Air Station Cherry
Point (MCASCP) in December 2015
for the installation’s Range Maintenance Department. While conducting
the inspections, and at the request
of MCASCP Range Control, the team
demolished two derelict piers that
were hazards to navigation for watercraft. This action enhanced training
value and also trained two METs in

u

unique diving training requirements,
necessitating commanders to apply
the “Objective T” standards to guide
training evaluation of MET proficiency
for enduring deployments.
“Objective T” is training guidance
set forth to ensure that the Army has
a common standard for assessing and
reporting readiness for decisive action
by establishing objective task proficiency evaluation standards. The most
challenging standard to achieve is the
dynamic and complex environment,
which is a requirement to achieve
the highest overall assessment. The
dynamic environment is defined as a
situation in which operational variables
and enemy tactics, techniques, and
procedures change in response to the
execution of a friendly unit’s mission
execution. A complex operational environment requires a minimum of four
operational variables such as terrain,
time, military, and social. The table on
the opposite page defines the training
requirements by “T-level,” which is
the assessment of the unit’s ability to
provide its assigned capabilities.
Like many other non-combat units
that contain low-density military occupational specialties in our Engineer
Regiment, Engineer divers do not
have a CTC to establish complex and
dynamic conditions to easily evaluate
training. In order for Engineer divers
to meet the established criteria within
“Objective T,” the unit must engineer
a complex and dynamic training opportunity, which cannot be achieved

ARMY ENGINEER

ARMY ENGINEER DIVERS are a
little-known bastion of professionalism
and leadership within the Engineer
Regiment. One 25-soldier detachment provides combat, general,
and geospatial Engineer support to
theater commanders, combining mission requirements of Sapper, vertical,
horizontal, and topographic (bathymetric) units, while completing these
requirements subsurface. “Essayons”
is the unit’s founding principle as
divers train on the equivalent of nine
Mission Essential Tasks (MET) to meet
the full spectrum of Army Engineer
diving responsibility. Collective tasks
include underwater heavy construction, underwater cutting and welding,
salvage, demolitions, hydrographic
survey, hyperbaric medicine, beach
and river reconnaissance, bridge
reconnaissance, side scan sonar,
mine and countermine operations,
ROV operations, search and recovery
operations, dewatering operations,
and ship’s husbandry capabilities.
Since 2001, the 74th, 86th, 511th, and
569th Engineer Dive Detachments
have been continuously deployed
to Kuwait to support USARCENT
missions to Iraq, Afghanistan, Qatar,
Oman, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, and Jordan. In these areas, Army
divers have provided commanders on
the battlefield with all the aforementioned capabilities to varying extents.
Like many other theater Engineer
assets, there is no centralized Combat Training Center (CTC) to support
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511th Engineer
Dive Detachment
Salvage Training

1LT GRANT RICE graduated from
Colorado College with a bachelor’s in
economics and commissioned through
ROTC in May 2014 as an engineer
officer. He has been assigned to Fort
Eustis, VA,
as platoon
leader for
the 511th
Engineer Dive
Detachment
and assigned
to Kuwait
Naval Base
as XO of the
511th. He
extended his
deployment at the time of publication
to provide Engineer support to
Operation Inherent Resolve. He is a
graduate of Ranger School, Sapper
Leader Course, Marine Engineer Dive
Officer, and Airborne School.
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been impossible to replicate during
staged home-station training. These
decision points, combined with the
environmental conditions, added to
the operational environment challenges that made this training complex
and dynamic.
The first critical decision point
in setting the culminating training
exercise conditions was whether or
not to initiate movement to MCASCP
from Ft. Eustis due to the uncertainty
of mission approval by the installation
authorities. Despite persistent efforts
for approval throughout a 90-day
planning window, the detachment was
not approved to sink the vessel at SP
to MCASCP. Despite the uncertainty
of approval, the 92nd EN BN, 20th EN
BDE, was consistently supportive of
the training, and 511th leadership only
had to gain approval from MCASCP
Range Maintenance Department, installation leadership, and environmental authorities. While the leadership
achieved approvals, the soldiers cut
the holes in the decking and resealed
several compartments that were
removed to extract the transmissions.
Final approval was achieved from all
stake-holders only 48 hours before the
unit would need to redeploy to Fort
Eustis to pack equipment for deployment to Kuwait. All parties agreed that
the deliberate risk management mitigated the consequences of mission
failure, avoiding potential to block a
major commercial fishing channel or to
incur an additional $100,000 in costs
to build cofferdams and deliberately
salvage the vessel. In the end, the
benefit of instilling confidence in the
soldiers to conduct any salvage for
CENTCOM outweighed the benefits
of complex and dynamic training on

In conclusion, there are no defined
processes that support culminating
training for theater-level assets such as
diving. The detachment sought opportunities and accepted necessary risk to
adequately prepare for deployment,
because there is no opportunity to
train a dive unit at a CTC. The 511th
trained 29 soldiers on 82 individual
and 36 collective tasks to meet 20th
EN BDE qualification tables, while also
supporting MCASCP requirements
on a $44,000 mission budget cost.
No home-station training could have
accomplished the same objectives,
and the unit successfully matched the
quality of a traditional CTC rotation
to certify unit readiness for deployment. Only through creativity and the
application of the Essayons spirit can
theater units validate their capability
using “Objective T.” Ultimately, the
511th Engineer Dive Detachment
deployment training serves as a model
for balancing risk and benefit to other
units in our Engineer Regiment for
providing complex and dynamic training outside of a CTC rotation.
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Divers prepare to apply patches in
enclosed spaces.

The vessel sat squarely on the bottom
and was ready for patching efforts to
begin.
The third critical decision point
was whether to build a new patch for
the aft compartment or to reseal the
input hose in a leaking patch in the
largest compartment on the aft end
of the ship. In order to sink the vessel,
the team cut holes using underwater
tools in each of the five main compartments of the ship. To salvage the
vessel, the 511th constructed corresponding watertight patches with
pump hose fittings to de-water each
compartment and gradually lift the
vessel back to the surface. If the patch
was not watertight, the pump would
be ineffective in removing water from
the interior at a rate that exceeded the
channel’s leak into the vessel using the
detachment’s 1,500 gallon-per-minute
pump capacity. As the vessel was approximately halfway salvaged with the
bow on surface, progress halted and
the ship remained at a constant depth.
The leadership turned the pumps off
in order to assess the situation on
the objective, and identified a visible
leak in the patch covering the largest
compartment.
The leadership narrowed the
possible courses of action to either rebuilding the patch in the aft compartment or unsealing a half-submerged
hatch to allow the bow pump to also
dewater the aft compartment. The
511th completed rapid calculations
and opted to break a seal in the aft
compartment to allow the second
pump to dewater the large compartment.
Progress was immediate, and the
divers did not need to repair the leaking patch as both breaches of the hull
were soon elevated above surface.
The team persisted through limited
visibility and driving rain to finally
bring the vessel to surface, completing
the largest and most complex salvage
operation in the past quarter-century
of Army Engineer diving.
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Vessel lists during the deliberate sinking.

an abbreviated timeline in spite of potential consequences. In accordance
with “Objective T” assessment, confidence in training cannot be achieved
without managed risk, and every effort
is necessary to improve the quality of
training through realism.
The second critical decision point
was whether to proceed with sinking the vessel based on the control
measures in place. The 511th did not
have the ability to conduct a rehearsal
on a project of this size, because the
complexity of a large vessel salvage
cannot be adequately simulated
through scaled rehearsals. Therefore, the uncertainty surrounding this
mission required deliberate planning
through all contingencies to prepare
for any situation. However, there is a
point of departure with a deliberate
sinking where additional efforts can
only guide the vessel, but not stop its
sinking. The unit leadership would be
unable to stop the vessel from sinking once the deck submerged below
the surface, because salvage would
require that all breaches in the hull
were patched and watertight. Despite
control measures during the sinking,
the cutter threatened to damage the
pier when it listed noticeably to one
side before the deck submerged as
seen in the second photo to the left.
The 511th had to make a splitsecond decision to break contact or
accept the necessary risk in continuing to flood the vessel. Detachment
commander CPT Guinther and master
diver 1SG Dodd weighed the risks,
conferred with the vessel’s maintenance crew, and identified that the
ballast tanks were filling unevenly,
causing the vessel to list. By quickly
switching the location of the pump
outlet, the 511th could more safely
lower the vessel the final six feet and
allow the vessel to settle into the mudline without capsizing or damaging the
dock. As the pumps resumed the deliberate sinking, the most dangerous
phase of the operation was complete.
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The 110-foot Coast Guard cutter before
the salvage.
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A DISTINCT NICHE
CAPABILITY FOR JOINT
FORCIBLE-ENTRY
OPERATIONS

or fields for limited airborne
or air assault insertion. This
capability provides the
JFC assured mobility by
expanding or creating new
HLZs, lodgment expansion,
obstacle emplacement,
deep engineer reconnaissance, and combat engineer support to infantry and
special operations forces.3
RT airborne operations are
indispensable in combating
the rapidly evolving global
threats in locations with
austere environments.
RT equipment and
training makes the 57th
Sapper Company unique,
sets it apart from conventional airborne engineer
units. These paratroopers
are equipped with special protective suits and
helmets; they jump with
their assigned weapon
and land-clearing equipment (demolitions and/
or chainsaws). RT airborne
operations utilize the MC-6
parachute in order to give
the jumper the ability to
maneuver the parachute
to a designated location. The suit and helmet
provide added protection

when jumping into forests,
jungles, mountainous terrain, and urban areas. The
suit is naturally buoyant and
provides flotation in the
event a paratrooper lands
in water. When a jumper’s
parachute is suspended
from the ground where
they cannot safely descend,
jumpers are equipped with
rappel equipment including a 120-foot let-down
line, leather gloves, and
carabiner.
In order to be certified
to be a RT paratrooper, you
must be a graduate of the
Rough Terrain Training Cycle (RTTC) and successfully
complete the progression
jumps. RTTC is a week-long
structured training program
instructed by rough terrain
jumpmasters. RTTC consists
of four main components:
MC-6 Trainer, Fitting
and Issue of Equipment,
Classroom Instruction, and
Rappelling Training.
During the MC-6 trainer,
four paratroopers at a time
A rough terrain jumpmaster
conducts JMPI. PHOTO BY CPT
DONALD K. LEW
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granted for Bravo Co.,
27th EN BN, to pursue
and maintain rough terrain
proficiency to enable HLZ
expansion for follow-on
forces.2 The requirement
for RT airborne operations has evolved from the
threats of WWII Japanese
balloon bombs to combating the current-day hybrid
threat.
Today, a RT airborne
operation is defined as
“a static line parachute
operation into an austere
environment, devoid of
a clear drop zone, while
wearing special protective
equipment.” Austere environments are defined as,
but not limited to, forests,
jungles, mountainous terrain, and urban areas. This
capability provides options
to project forces in austere
environments in support of
unified land operations.2
RT provides the Joint
Force Commander (JFC)
a distinct niche capability
to access key but severely
restricted terrain during
forcible-entry operations.
The JFC is no longer restricted to natural openings

ARMY ENGINEER

THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE’S only rough
terrain capability resides
in the 57th Sapper Company (Rough Terrain), 27th
EN BN (Airborne), based
in Fort Bragg, NC. Rough
terrain (RT) airborne operations began as a joint civil/
military effort called Operation Firefly, a response to
the threat of wildfires from
Japanese balloon bombs,
called fire bombs, during
WWII. Three hundred men
from the 555th Parachute
Infantry Battalion “Triple
Nickles”—the first all-black
airborne unit—participated
in the named operation
with the assigned role of
smoke jumpers. These
paratroopers were trained
by civilian smoke jumpers
and conducted more than
1,200 jumps and supported
suppression of 36 forest
fires.1
After WWII, RT airborne
operations ceased until
the 1980s. On 29 July
1985, the 27th EN BN
trained and executed RT
operations with full combat
equipment. Following this
exercise, permission was
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Airborne Operations
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Rough
Terrain

by CPT DONALD K. LEW

LEW
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for a Master Jump Master
Update in 82nd Airborne
Divisions Airborne SOP
(ASOP) Edition X and the
Army Common ASOP. In
January 2017, the unit initiated acquisition of all new
RT protective equipment
to include a more modern
helmet. In March 2017, the
RT Company conducted
their third RTTC since submission of Appendix G and
a progression jump. For the
first time since 2012, the
company executed company-sized progression jumps
on Luzon Drop Zone from
CH-47s in order to increase
company proficiency in RT
operations. The company
command team is currently
pursuing a Department of
the Army Mission Essential
Task List (METL) change
request to add “Conduct
Airborne Operations” and
to create RT specific collective tasks under this MET.
Rough terrain airborne op-

u

tested while blindfolded to
ensure they can properly
lower themselves under the
most restricting conditions.
Upon successful graduation of RTTC, paratroopers
must complete progression
jumps. There is a threestage progression, which
requires a minimum of four
jumps. Stage 1A is MC-6
Hollywood, Stage 1B is
MC-6 RT Suit, Stage 2 is
MC-6 RT Suit and Combat
Equipment, and Stage 3 is
MC-6 RT Suit and Combat
Equipment into austere
environment.
Recently, the RT niche
capability has been reinvigorated in the 57th Sapper
Co. with several significant
milestones. In July 2016,
the unit validated Appendix
G “Rough Terrain Operations” with the U.S. Army
Advanced Airborne during
progression jump on Holland DZ. In October 2016,
Appendix G was submitted

ENDNOTES
1
”Operation Firefly and the 555th.” Missoula Smokejumpers. Missoula Smokejumpers,
n.d. Web. 23 March 2017.
2
1LT Valderrama, Daniel X., and CPT Donald K. Lew. Rough Terrain White Paper. White
Paper. Fort Bragg: 57th Sapper Company (RT), Print. 21 October 2016.
3
CPT Donald K. Lew. Rough Terrain White Paper Supplemental. White Paper. Fort Bragg:
57th Sapper Company (RT), Print. 17 January 2017.
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are suspended in a harness
system and affixed with a
heads-up display virtual
simulator. Paratroopers
learn the fundamentals and
techniques for maneuvering
the parachute to a designated location in a safe and
efficient manner. All paratroopers in RTTC receive
a period of instruction on
the history and operations,
equipment familiarization
and inspection criteria,
and fit and wear of the RT
equipment.
During the rappel training, instructors demonstrate a proper hook-in
on the ground, followed
by a proper recovery from
the hang procedure, while
suspended 10 to 12 feet
above the ground. After
several rigorous iterations
of the recovery from the
hang, paratroopers are
evaluated on their performance without any
instruction. Then they are

CPT DONALD K. LEW
commanded the 57th
Sapper Company (Rough
Terrain) at Fort Bragg, NC,
from May 2016 to May
2017. His next assignment
is Sapper Leader Course
commander, Fort Leonard
Wood, MO. He holds a
bachelor of science in
industrial engineering
from Purdue University,
a master’s in business
administration from
Webster University, and
a P.E. license from the
state of Missouri. He is
a graduate of Engineer
Officer Basic Leader
Course, Engineer Captains
Career Course, Sapper
Leader Course, and Ranger
Course. He served as a
Sapper platoon leader in
OEF XI-XII and a Sapper
company executive officer
in OEF XIII-XIV.
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erations has expanded its
scope and capabilities since
its origination in 1945. 57th
Sapper Company (Rough
Terrain) continues to master
its proficiency and stand
ready to provide the JFC
this distinct niche capability.
For Rough Terrain, the
world is its drop zone.

SMART BUILDINGS are
not an option for the
21st Century – they are
a necessity. These agile,
responsive environments
leverage building data
to optimize operations
and lower facility costs,
while increasing safety
and sustainability. Smart
buildings adapt to
occupancy needs in real
time, while optimizing
energy usage as much
as possible. They
often connect internal
systems – HVAC controls,
data networks, power
management, etc. – with
external networks to
more efficiently monitor
and manage building
operations.
Building owners,
operators and managers
have traditionally evaluated
and purchased smart
building capabilities
based on business criteria
such as functionality,
efficiency, cost, reliability
and quality. But as you
evaluate your next
investment, cybersecurity
must also be a factor. As
access to building data

and operational systems
increases, so do the
challenges associated
with securing the smart
building environment.
The same capabilities that
provide beneficial new
features – such as remotely
accessible performance
analytics or carbonemission monitoring, can
also introduce cyber risk to
your occupants and your
bottom line.
It is no longer enough
for a building to be smart –
it must now be cybersmart.
“Defending against
cyber threats today
and tomorrow requires
the secure design,
development and
deployment of building
automation systems and
controls,” said Bill Jackson,
president of global
products for Johnson
Controls, regarding a
recently announced
partnership with the U.S.
Department of Homeland
Security on cybersecurity
for building automation
systems.
Cyber threat actors have
demonstrated capability

and intent in hacking
building automation
systems, safety systems
and critical environmental
technology. Not every
connected product is
inherently valuable, but
accessing a given system
can provide a gateway
into more sensitive data
and systems. For example,
hackers have exploited
vulnerabilities in HVAC
contractor credentials
and payment systems
as the entry point into
a retailers’ corporate
networks, where they
ultimately extracted credit
card information. And as
the number of sensors
and devices talking to one
another increases, threat
actors can exploit building
automation systems to
access more data and
critical systems than ever
before. Data breaches,
however, shouldn’t be your
only concern. Now, as
automated systems control
more of our environment,
there’s also increased
potential for attackers to
create physical incidents
through cyber means.

IMPACT FOR PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTORS
Corporations and
government agencies at
all levels – federal, state
and local – have taken
significant steps to prevent
cyber threats to building
controls systems. The
Unified Facilities Criteria,
published by the United
States Department of
Defense, states: “While the
inclusion of cybersecurity
during the design and
construction of control
systems will increase the
cost of both design and
construction, it is more
cost-effective to implement
these security controls
starting at design than
to implement them on a
designed and installed
system. Historically,
control systems have
not included these
cybersecurity requirements,
so the addition of these
cybersecurity requirements
will increase both cost and
security. The increase in
cost will be lower than the
increase in cost of applying
these requirements after
design.”
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Consulting Engineer: Understands how
to integrate security into technical building architecture.

New Market Player: Introduces feature-laden
products and services to smart buildings, but
can present real cyber risk if not done thoughtfully.

Architect: Uses design role for physical
security and safety to determine priorities
for cyber-threat mitigation.

Occupant/Tenant: Benefits regularly from the
features of cybersmart buildings, but must be
cautious to not introduce risk through poor
behavior.

General Contractor: Identifies and contracts cyber-ready partners and suppliers
for key building technologies.

Visitor: Represents a potential advocate for
having a secure experience in a smart building,
but can also bring unwanted attention if the
experience is subpar.

LeBARRE

Manufacturer: Employs secure product lifecycle across the design, build, distribution, and
maintenance of smart building devices and
systems.

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Legal, Safety, & Privacy: Deciphers
cyber and privacy requirements for regulatory compliance.

Finance: Serves as key influencer in prioritizing
and guiding fund allocations for security

Procurement: Drives the acquisition process in procuring cyber-ready suppliers
and vendors.

IT: Brings internal technology to life and is typically the accountable entity for ensuring cyber
security is happening across the enterprise.

Marketing & Communications: Carries
the cyber message forward to your customers and stakeholders, both internal
and external.

Audit: Reviews operationalized cyber security
compliance against both regulatory and internal
policies.

Enterprise Risk Management: Guides
strategic risk priorities and influences
overall cyber investment portfolio.

Crisis Management & Business Continuity:
Provides a company’s backbone capabilities for
incident management, including security.

From sci-fi to reality: Envisioning cyber attacks on smart buildings
This new age of connectivity and automation creates tremendous opportunity. Without the proper cyber protections, however, smart
buildings can be vulnerable to potential cyber incidents. Risk scenarios include:
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SEDAR LaBARRE

Building Operator: Plays key role in
influencing how cyber is integrated into
a building management system and its
daily operations.
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THE RISKS AND REWARDS OF SMART BUILDINGS ARE REAL

Integrator: Brings together the proper mix of
cyber-ready vendors and partners who can fully
integrate diverse building technologies.

1. Shutting down heating
or cooling for sensitive
locations, such as
pharmaceutical or food
processing plants

2. Manipulating cooling
settings on an HVAC system
in a corporate building,
creating significant
business disruption and lost
productivity

3. Shutting down cooling
or power management
functions for a data center,
destroying IT equipment
and taking business-critical
applications offline

4. Gaining unauthorized
access to an internetconnected physical security
system to enable kinetic
attacks
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Building Owner: Advocates for cyber security as a core risk management activity
for ensuring a sound investment.

ARMY ENGINEER

cybersmart buildings

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
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HOW CAN KEY BUILDING STAKEHOLDERS SUPPORT CYBER SECURITY?

5. GET OPERATIONAL.
Checking the box on today’s
threat does not mean you’re
prepared for tomorrow. A
compliance-focused approach to all of the above
can have detrimental effects
if you stop there. You’re
dealing with an ever-evolving adversary, which means
you need a security professional’s mindset to defeat
them. Your audit team can

provide that external assessment of compliance and effectiveness. But your task is
to focus on risk and protect
your territory. Continually
monitor internal and external intelligence to understand your ever-changing
risk profile. Find allies
— like building controls
manufacturers and analytics service providers with a
demonstrated commitment
to product security—to
help you stay ahead. Have
a plan, but be prepared to
continually evolve. This will
help you sleep at night, for
years to come.

DOAN
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 Security Policy
Consider Security Requirements. Include security solutions as part of
 Compliance
all specification processes. Work with vendors and technical partners to
 Planning & Design
prioritize security as an integral part of any connected smart building
solution. Define how you want the vendor to integrate with your existing
network, preferably leveraging a separate network segment for building automation systems. Use system retrofits as opportunities to include
the latest security protocols. Be prepared to articulate the budget for
security operations throughout the building lifecycle.
 Third-Party Risk
Assess. Set a consistent assessment framework to evaluate security
Management
vendors and their solutions. Favor companies that demonstrate a
 Risk Assessments
program that implements secure design and coding practices, and
that have a mature vulnerability management program to ensure that
product vulnerabilities are discovered, remedied, and patched in a
timely manner. Recognize that business imperatives—like cost—may
supersede security concerns. So design a framework that evaluates the
security implications and tradeoffs of integrations between legacy and
new systems, but provides flexibility for add-on security controls you can
deploy to help minimize identified risks.
Build in Security. Understand vendor recommendations for how to
securely deploy building automation systems and work with your IT
department to follow those guidelines, and how to add additional
controls over and above vendor recommendations based on your
compliance and risk needs. Design is important, but how a system is
architected and deployed—particularly in the areas of secure network
design and remote access capabilities—is critical to monitoring and
minimizing your risk.

 Security Architecture
 Identity & Access
Management
 Information Protection
 Secure Product
Coding & Testing

Update Regularly. Maintain a software subscription service and
preventive service agreement with your integrator. Building controls
manufacturers typically “patch forward,” so keeping your systems at the
latest software revisions is critical to maintaining a cybersmart building.
Ensure that you understand how long the vendor will provide security
updates and support for the systems, and ensure you have an exit
strategy for replacement prior to a system’s end of life.

 Vulnerability
Management
 Service Level
Agreements

Test, Monitor, and Respond. Know your risk. Maintain situational
awareness on what’s connected. Develop and implement an assessment
framework that will identify security maturity across all domains in
your ecosystem. Diligently and regularly stress-test your assumptions
and technical vulnerabilities. Continuously monitor for indicators of an
incident. Triage and escalate issues based on a predetermined set of
trigger criteria. When needed, lead a whole-of-business response to
maintain customer trust as you work with your vendors to deploy the
right fixes.








BOOZ ALLEN HAMILTON
has been at the forefront of
strategy and technology for
more than 100 years. Today,
the firm provides management
and technology consulting and
engineering services to leading
Fortune 500 corporations,
governments, and not-forprofits across the globe. Booz
Allen partners with public and
private sector clients to solve

their most difficult challenges
through a combination of
consulting, analytics, mission
operations, technology,
systems delivery, cybersecurity,
engineering, and innovation
expertise.
JOHNSON CONTROLS is a
global diversified technology
and multi-industrial leader
serving a wide range of

customers in more than
150 countries. Our 130,000
employees create intelligent
buildings, efficient energy
solutions, integrated
infrastructure, and nextgeneration transportation
systems that work seamlessly
together to deliver on the
promise of smart cities and
communities. For additional
information, please visit http://

Asset Management
Security Monitoring
Red Teaming
Threat Intelligence
Incident Response
Exercises

www.johnsoncontrols.com or
follow us @johnsoncontrols on
Twitter.
Contact
Jason Rosselot, Director
jason.r.rosselot@jci.com
Alex Runner, Director
alex.e.runner@jci.com
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Incorporate cybersecurity
across the smart building
lifecycle, being careful not
to overburden the process.
What core functions will
help?

Core Functions Checklist
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3. CHANGE THE
CULTURE – SPEAK UP FOR
CYBERSMART BUILDINGS.
Make sure this issue is heard
loud and clear within your
leadership community and
with internal and external
stakeholders. Even with the
smartest team, the most
expert capabilities, and the
most advanced technology
solutions, cybersecurity will
fail unless you have support
from across your ecosystem.

4. BUILD THE RIGHT
CAPABILITIES TO ENABLE
– NOT HINDER – SMART
BUILDING ADOPTION.
You can’t just put security
technologies in place and
claim victory around cyber.
Technical solutions are
an important piece of the
puzzle, but you need to balance deploying technological tools with investments in
people and processes.

Cyber Capabilities and Descriptions

ARMY ENGINEER

Externally, work with business partners and vendors
that materially invest in and
value cybersecurity. You
need to ensure that you
work with trusted partners
who are committed to the
right policies, products,
services and talent. Security
can’t be an afterthought—it
needs to be a primary feature of a third party’s stated
value proposition.

Consider the right mechanisms to engage your senior
leaders and your junior staff.
Roadshows, risk education,
and exercises can help build
consensus on opportunity
and risk. This is some of the
hardest work you’ll do, but
also the most foundational.

Lifecycle
Phase
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1. OBSERVE AND ORIENT
AROUND YOUR SPECIFIC
CHALLENGE.
Building operators and managers can learn a lot from
military decision-making
when it comes to cybersecurity. Out of the gate, when
designing infrastructure from
scratch or securing legacy
building systems, you need
to decide which elements
of your smart building
matter the most. Is it your
connected physical security
system? What about ensuring continuous uptime of an
on-premises data center?
You can’t afford to secure
everything with the highest
degrees of assurance, but
make sure you prioritize
what matters to your business. From here, you’ll want
to map the available attack
surface – take an adversary’s
perspective and “red team”
(i.e., discover) the available pathways to sensitive
assets. And to make sure
your concerns are justified,
roll in some credible cyber
threat intelligence that
helps you understand the

2. FORGET OLD SILOS—
CYBERSECURITY REQUIRES
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL
TEAMING.
For cyber risks to be well
managed, you need involvement and buy-in from across
the business. IT, cybersecurity, and facility teams
typically have the expertise
and the access to take the
lead. Working together as
one cohesive unit, they also
need to coordinate with a
range of internal and external stakeholders.

Smart building owners, operators, and managers need
to build a corporate culture
that understands the intrinsic
relationship between cybersecurity and the future of
your business. Talk to them
about the importance of
getting this right, including
the ROI and their roles in
security.

Acquisition

A smart approach starts with
a strategy and framework
to guide consistent actions
based on your risk landscape. We recommend five
foundational steps to frame
the challenge, gain quick
wins, and start gaining real
traction.

likelihood of different threat
actors actually targeting your
infrastructure, and how they
would do it. Collectively, this
systematic process helps
you understand what the
real cyber risk landscape
looks like, and prepares you
with a tailored map to take
action against.

Deployment

Yes, the risk is real. But
there’s no need for security
hysterics. There is tremendous business value in
embracing building automation—including cost savings,
efficiency, and convenience.
So don’t halt your plans.
Instead, protect your investment, and maximize its
potential.

Applying military-grade
security for smart buildings
At federal and military
sites, financial institutions,
pharmaceutical companies,
hospitals, and high-tech
companies and labs, low
latency and system integrity
are paramount. In these
environments, deploying
a highly secure, hardened
network engine is a must.
The Johnson Controls
building automation system
(BAS) development team
saw this need, and got to
work with its government and
commercial clients to build
best-in-class, military-grade
security for BAS applications.
The result is the recently
released Metasys® secure
network automation engine
(NAE-S). This new engine
provides customers a stronger
line of defense against cyber
threats to building networks
with its new embedded
technology designed to
shield critical infrastructure
against cyber-attacks. Its
encryption module encrypts
data traveling on the network
so that sensitive information
cannot be accessed by
unauthorized users. This
new capability dynamically
validates and secures protocol
communications. It also
secures vulnerable routes
in the BAS used to control
building operations, providing
true end-to-end protection
from commonly used hacking
techniques.

Operations and Maintenance

CYBERSMART BUILDINGS: SECURING YOUR INVESTMENTS IN CONNECTIVITY AND AUTOMATION
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WHAT TO DO?

IT WAS IN 2006 when
I first heard soldiers and
United States Department
of Defense (DoD) subjectmatter experts mentioning
the operational need for
a force-multiplier training
and equipping program to
enable “soldiers as sensors”
to choke the flow of bombmaking materials used on
the battlefield. Casualties
from homemade explosives
(HME) and their resulting
IEDs were surging, and the
traumatic brain injuries (TBI)
reported to Veteran Affairs
(VA) since 2001 was on a fast
trajectory toward 100,000.
Army Engineers have
an integral role in shaping
requirements and building
strategic capacities; assisting
and empowering them to
make informed decisions
makes a big difference to
soldiers on the battlefield.
Without relevant and approved requirements to
satisfy operational needs,
helping soldiers timely can
be reduced to birthday
candles, wishes, and a
prayer. Teamwork and action
is vital for their success.
In 2009, I volunteered at
the United States Military
Academy (USMA) to train
200 cadets on how wet
chemistry is being used to
detect and identify explo-

sives residues on the battlefield, to attack bomb-maker
networks, and to differentiate urea fertilizer from urea
nitrate, an HME.
In 2012, I volunteered
again at USMA, this time to
train 1,600 cadets (8 cadet
companies) on bulk HMEs
precursor identification,
explosives trace detection,
and lessons learned with
regard to the detection tools
fielded into Afghanistan and
Iraq.
The Military Training
Branch at USMA incorporated into their summer
Cadet Field Training (CFT)
the American Innovations,
Inc. (AI) bulk HME precursor
identification kit (AI-HME)
being supplied to joint forces for Afghanistan operations. This first-generation
kit was battlefield proven
in 2010, contributed to the
440 tons of HME materials seized in 2012, and was
highlighted by U.S. Army
Center for Army Lessons
Learned (CALL) as a best
practice for U.S. and coalition forces.
A cadre of Army Engineers from the Joint Readiness Training Center (Fort
Polk) reported to USMA to
set up IED training lanes
during the summer CFT.
The IED training spanned
five days over two weeks in
July 2012. I taught the HME
breakout sessions ranging

in size from approximately
30 to 100 cadets per class.
U.S. Army Forces Command
(FORSCOM) Counter IED
Integration Cell (CI2C) assisted with some classes.
These 1,600 cadets came
from throughout the United
States and many foreign
nations; their input provided many perspectives.
The pace at which these
young adults processed vast
amounts of information was
truly impressive.
In the HME breakout sessions, cadets were provided
four unknown bulk materials. These included calcium
ammonium nitrate, diammonium phosphate, urea
fertilizers, and potassium
chlorate. They were tasked
to determine which materials were targeted bombmaking materials and which
were not.
As the cadets ran tests
and interpreted results, their
challenges, comments, and
suggestions were being
analyzed and considered for
inclusion into the development of a next-generation
bulk HME precursor identification kit being developed to better support the
transition of Afghanistan
combat operations to an
Afghan forces lead. The
cadets wanted “smaller,
faster, simpler, fewer steps,
more sustainable, evidence
collection and preservation

means included, and multilanguage picture instructions.”
During the next six
months, these desired
enhancements became
suggestions and/or requests
from U.S. Central Command
(CENTCOM), Joint Improvised Explosives Device Defeat Organization (JIEDDO),
FORSCOM, NATO Explosives Ordinance Disposal
Centre of Excellence (NATO
EOD COE) personnel in Afghanistan, and soldiers who
used the first-generation
kit during deployments.
Despite unprecedented
success in the hands of U.S.
and coalition forces, Afghan
forces experienced many
operational challenges while
utilizing the AI-HME test kits
to analyze unknown bulk
materials.
The cadets’ questions
were equally impressive,
highly strategic, and proactive in nature, and with the
foresight of delivering fast
wins with measurable gains.
Their questions stimulated
good discussions. Eradicating enduring HME threats
became not only the desired
outcome but an achievable sustainable outcome.
Based on comments during
the discussions, eliminating
soldier casualties and civilian
collateral damage also was
of high importance for these
future Army officers.

GRANT HABER founded American Innovations, Inc., in 1995. Haber supports joint services, government labs, and Congress
on matters pertaining to national security, foreign relations, and capacity building. Haber is an inventor, instructor, writer,
facilitator, and strong believer in giving back and teaming. Haber advocates investing heavily in research, development,
and testing in order to stay ahead of evolving threats and to ensure vendors are held to high ethical standards.

NEXT-GENERATION
BULK HME
PRECURSOR
IDENTIFICATION KIT
ENHANCEMENTS:
Smaller – Pouch size
decreased 60% to
4x4x2 inches.
Faster – Analysis time
decreased 80% to < 20
seconds.
Simpler – 11 steps
decreased to 4.
Evidence Collection
and Preservation –
Added: 5 evidence
bags, designated
pocket, 1 marker.
Multi-Language
Instructions – Added:
Picture instructions
standard in 25
languages.
More Sustainable –
Tests increased 30%
to 33 tests. Shelf life
increased 400% to 5
years.

HABER
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soldiers as sensors

THE CADETS’ entire
wish list became the
deliverables for the
next-generation bulk
HME precursor Identification Kit (AI-HME-001)
delivered to JIEDDO
(DEC 2012), validated
by JTF-Paladin (JAN
2013), requested by
U.S. forces in Afghanistan for Afghan forces
(FEB 2013), piloted in
Kandahar after creating a train-the-trainer
program of instruction in Pashto and
Dari (MAY 2013), and
first requested by the
Afghanistan Ministry of
Interior for countrywide
integration (SEP 2013).
The NATO EOD COE
(Slovakia), NATO C-IED
COE (Spain), FBI Hazardous Device School
(Alabama), and DHS
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
(Georgia) have since
incorporated this tool
into their training.

Q5. How can we ensure
detection kits issued to
partner nation forces
are used?
Kits should attach to belts
or molle gear to remain
top of mind and should be
trainable in minutes with
picture instructions to overcome literacy challenges.
Integrate the targeted

Q7. What has been the
worst HME attack on
U.S. soil and what have
we learned from it?
The most casualties,
destruction, and monetary
damages from an HME
attack remain the 1995
Oklahoma City bombing:
168 killed, 680 injured, and
$652 million in damages.
We learned that bomb
makers will use the bombmaking materials easiest to
obtain and most stable to
transport in bulk.
Q8. What are we not doing today that can make
a huge impact tomorrow
on the battlefield?

Q9. How long would it
take to train and equip
every soldier to become
a sensor?
With current production capacity and battlefield-proven train-the-trainer program
of instruction in the most
relevant languages, one
million soldiers could be
trained and equipped within 12 months. Two million
additional soldiers could be
trained and equipped each
year thereafter.
Q10. What is the cost to
enable each soldier to become a sensor of chlorate
and nitrate oxidizers?
Utilizing the most effective
available commercial off
the shelf (COTS) solution
today, the “turnkey cost”
for training and equipping
every soldier is $150 per
soldier. With a 5-year shelf
life and 33 tests per soldier,
this breaks down to an initial
cost of $30 per year or $4.50
per test. This applies to U.S.
soldiers in the United States,
Afghan soldiers (and police)
in Afghanistan, Iraqi soldiers
(and police) in Iraq, and so
forth. Resupply cost is $100
per soldier; this breaks down
to $20 per year or $3.00 per
test.

transitioning to an Afghan
lead, more than 90 percent
of IEDs were made from nitrate and chlorate oxidizers.
Calcium ammonium nitrate
(CAN) fertilizer—originating
in Pakistan and flowing into
Afghanistan from Southern
and Eastern borders—was
used to make about 85
percent of IEDs. The bomb
makers would boil off the
calcium and the remaining ammonium nitrate was
mixed with fuels to make
the main charges. Potassium chlorate was used in
less than 10 percent of the
IEDs at that time. Once
word spread that potassium
chlorate was half the price
of CAN fertilizer and that it
came ready to covert into
HMEs, its use surged to 60+
percent of the IEDs.
In Iraq, a similar yet more
extreme transition took
place. Urea fertilizer used
to be converted into urea
nitrate (HME) for use in most
IEDs. Ten years ago, urea
nitrate was responsible for
most U.S. military casualties in Iraq. Converting urea
to urea nitrate is a tedious
process. When bomb makers realized they could use
ammonium nitrate fertilizer—which comes ready
to convert into HME—urea
fertilizer stopped being used
and urea nitrate disappeared from the Iraq war.
Ammonium nitrate
and potassium chlorate
remain the bomb maker’s
oxidizers of choice due to
their low cost, widespread
distribution, and ease of
converting into powerful
explosives. These oxidizers
(HME precursors) also are
relatively safe to handle,
transport, and store even
after they are converted
into explosives. Nitrate and
chlorate oxidizers are flow-

ing virtually unabated to IED
factories and Jihad training
camps under disguise of
flour, sugar, cement, legal
fertilizers, among other bulk
materials.
The need to train and
equip Afghan and Iraqi
forces to detect these
bomb-making materials before they can pose a threat
to military, police, civilians,
and critical infrastructure
could not be any higher
today. This capacity gap and
the resulting fallout have
contributed to the need for
U.S. forces to redeploy to
Iraq and to reenter combat
operations in Afghanistan.
This capacity gap can fuel
another surge in U.S. and
coalition forces casualties as
our role in combat operations steadily increase.
Explosives Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) units are
spread thin and taking high
casualties. Due to the surge
in HME/IED production,
EOD has no spare time for
callouts on unknown bulk
materials. Callouts for actual
IEDs keep them going day
and night. Soldiers can no
longer afford to be guarding
unknown bulk material for
days, sometimes weeks, often to learn that the suspect
materials are harmless.
Deteriorating economic
conditions have further
increased the risk to U.S.
and coalition forces; the
present-day high-value
targets for suicide bombers.
In impoverished countries
where basic necessities like
food and water are scarce,
suicide-bomber recruiting
is high. Given the steady
increase in women and
children being exploited for
suicide missions, warfighter
and peacekeeper missions
are continuing to get riskier,
especially village stability

operations and humanitarian aid. As engineers, you
have the unique opportunity
to help shape requirements
and build the capacities
needed to prevent the next
surge in U.S. and coalition
forces casualties from HME.
This article is meant to
stimulate discussion on the
HME threats that will continue to plague our nation
and joint partners for the
foreseeable future. The TBIs
reported to the VA surged
past the 100,000 mark to
nearly 400,000 in the last
10 years. U.S. and coalition
forces are being pulled back
into combat operations
where HME and IEDs remain
an imminent threat.
EOD cannot be everywhere to analyze bulk
materials. The “Soldiers as
Sensors” whole-of-government approach closes that
gap with non-specialists and
other specialists. By analyzing tiny samples of bulk materials instead of swabbing
for invisible residue, and by
targeting the chlorate and
nitrate oxidizers used to
make most IEDs, independent testing confirms 100%
detection with 0 false alarms
is achievable.
This program is not
intended to make non-specialists into EOD. Choking
the flow of commonly used
bomb-making materials, reducing bomb-maker support
networks, building civilian
trust, and creating a foundation that helps close any
remaining explosives detection gaps are the achievable
objectives. Currently, there
are no requirements to train
and equip non-EOD personnel to detect potassium
chlorate, ammonium nitrate,
and the other chlorates and
nitrates being used to build
endless bombs.

HABER

HMEs and their resulting IEDs are an enduring
threat expanding beyond
Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria,
Yemen, Libya, and Somalia. In the United States,
terrorists have used HME
in all the following historic
bombings; 1970 University
of Wisconsin-Madison, 1993
New York City World Trade
Center, 1995 Oklahoma City,
and 2013 Boston Marathon
bombing. Nitrate oxidizers were used to make the
main explosive charges in all
these attacks.
During the Afghanistan
and Iraq wars, IEDs made
with HMEs have contributed to countless casualties
(killed, wounded, and TBI).
When U.S. and coalition
forces led combat operations, they were sustaining
high casualties from HME
and the resulting IEDs.
When combat operations
transitioned to partner nation forces, the casualties exponentially increased, only
now sustained by Afghan
and Iraqi troops.
Roadside bombs, car or
truck bombs (VBIEDs), and
suicide vests are IEDs and
imminent threats to military,
police, and civilians. Today,
roadside bombs are not only
under the ground; terrorists
integrate IEDs into dead
animals and place them on
the roads. VBIEDs can come
in many forms: donkey carts,
motorcycles, jingle trucks,
and much larger vehicles.
Suicide vests are being
made for men, women,
and children. The bomb
maker’s IED disguises are
endless, however; their main
explosive charges are mostly
made with ammonium
nitrate or potassium chlorate
(one of two oxidizers) and a
wide variety of fuels.
In Afghanistan, before
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Q3. Are HME precursors detectable without
hindering legal fertilizer
distribution?
Yes, providing the detection
tools issued target the right
materials. For example: Ammonium nitrate, a targeted
HME precursor, and diammonium phosphate (DAP),
the world’s most widely distributed legal phosphorous
fertilizer, both contain ammonium. DAP is not used to
make HME. If “ammonium”
is targeted, seizures of legal
DAP fertilizer and unwarranted arrests will result; this
was a 2010 lessons learned.

Q6. How can we ensure
detection kits issued to
partner nation forces
are sustainable?
Kits should be reusable
after first use, provide many
tests, and be refillable.
Single-use kits become
impractical for carrying
and sustainability given
the mere numbers of tests
required when analyzing
unknown bulk materials.
Consumables should have
a shelf life of many years,
regardless of first-use date.

We are not enabling partner
nation forces to target and
seize the most-often–used
bomb-making materials.
This is a capacity gap.
Integration of the “Soldiers as Sensors” program
would overpower enemy
capability and capacity. The
Army with lead on capacity
building can enable hostnation soldiers (and police)
to aggressively disrupt the
flow of nitrate and chlorate
oxidizers and decrease
bomb-maker networks.
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Q2. Can partner nation
forces be enabled to
effectively stop HME
precursors flow?
Yes, providing a wholeof-government approach
mandates the analysis
of unknown bulk materials, and providing that
detection tools issued are
simple to use, strategically
targeted, effective, and
sustainable. Do not provide
non-specialists with tools
that attempt to accomplish
too much; it’s important to
manage expectations. Keep
it simple, reward success,
and track results.

Q4. How can we aggressively screen for HME
precursors without violating civilian trust?
Eliminate swab sampling
(trace detection) for “primary” screening by non-specialists in highly contaminated combat zones where
invisible residues of target
materials “often” transfer
from surface to person and
from person to person unknowingly. The majority of
people in combat zones are
not bomb makers, despite
what most trace-detection
tools lead many to believe.
Learn customs in culture.
For example, Muslims are
offended if touched by a
person’s left hand, and men
touching women (outside of
marriage or in pubic) is forbidden. In Afghanistan and
Iraq, shifting trace-detection
tools use for secondary
screening will reduce arrests
from cross-contamination
detections, will show respect for customs in Muslim
culture, and will reduce trust
violations that often result
from inappropriate touching
during swab sampling.

bomb-making materials and
non-targeted legal fertilizers into the training and
mandate every trainee runs
his own tests and interprets
his own results. Afghans
and Iraqis have pride; if a
detection kit is too complicated to learn or requires
hand-holding for reliable
use, they will not use it. If
analysis takes 2+ minutes
per test and many tests are
required to clear each donkey cart, jingle truck, facility,
etc., they will cut corners or
not use it.

ARMY ENGINEER

Q1. What is the fastest
way to reduce HME
production output in
combat zones?
Enable coalition and partner nation forces to become
“sensors” of the nitrate
and chlorate oxidizers being used to mass produce
homemade explosives.
This will choke the flow of
HME precursors supply and
simultaneously disrupt the
entire bomb-maker support
network through lawful arrests and public shaming.

If “nitrates” are targeted,
ammonium nitrate seizures
will result and legal DAP
fertilizer will be able to flow
freely. Urea nitrate (HME)
also will be detected and
legal urea fertilizer will be
able to flow freely.
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The top 10 questions (& answers) relevant for the “soldiers as sensors” program:

ing platform and the tools
necessary for engineer construction units to train on
their Mission Essential Task
List (METL) on real-world
construction missions.”
This mission allows the
soldiers to refine their craft
with immersion in their
specialized engineer qualification; to gain on-site, onthe-job exposure to diverse
skill sets; and to experience
collaboration with military
units from NATO allies and
partners.
“At the same time, the
engineer projects enhance
JMRC’s training capabilities through infrastructure
development in a cost-efficient manner,” said Mojica.
“A win/win situation.”
Texas NG soldiers from
the 236th EN Co. are a vertical engineer unit and are
integrated with members of
the Czech Republic’s 151st
EN BN. The unit is erecting a parachute landing
fall (PLF) complex that will
provide an area for airborne
units to practice pre-jump
procedures and other safety
training.
“Participating in JMRC’s
Troop Construction 2017
benefits our junior enlisted
soldiers in grasping their
engineer specialty and
develops our senior NCOs
with site-observation duties
and instruction training,”
said SSG William T. Fowler,
construction supervisor and
safety NCOIC. Fowler is a
Texas State Trooper. For the

Army, he’s an electrician.
As a soldier and leader,
he’s mastered several skill
sets integral to the project
at hand. He is a testimony
to the success of the unit’s
emphasis on engaging soldiers in cross-level training
of all engineer skill sets.
“I definitely could build
my own house with that
knowledge,” said Fowler.
Having soldiers confident in their skills also
benefits their sense of
accomplishment and the
success of the mission.
“We take extreme care
to promote the success of
our soldiers,” said Fowler.
“We structure our mission
plans around our soldiers’
experiences and gainful
training opportunities.”
In the JMRC troop
construction yard, flanking
the training area, engineer
soldiers from the 236th
EN Co. collaborate with
Czech Republic soldiers to
perform all the preparatory carpentry for the PLF
structure.
“Our unit traditionally
trains with the Czech Republic soldiers at Hohenfels,” said SSG Thomas
McCowan, 236th EN Co.
platoon sergeant and
carpentry subject-matter
expert for the group at the
troop construction yard.
“We’ve built rapport on
missions with the Czech soldiers for the last ten years.”
The 236th EN Co. also is
adding security gates to a

pre-existing structure at the
training area’s largest replicated town-set. This complex will help train soldiers
in security measures for
non-combatant evacuation
operations of State Department and other non-military
personnel.
236th EN Co. completed
both structures by the end
of their 21-day mission.
A few kilometers west,
soldiers from Colorado NG
947th EN Co. were literally
moving mountains.
“Our heavy-equipment
operators are moving
earth in the training area to
develop a tactical landing
strip for unmanned aircraft
flight training (UAS LS)” said
Colorado NG SSG Clifford
Fraipont, 947th EN Co.
squad leader and heavyequipment supervisor.
Four 20-ton dump trucks
work in tandem teams redistributing mounds of earth
to even out the landscape
for the landing strip.
A team of two soldiers
operating motor graters
slowly pass over the piles,
one following the other,
spreading out the dense
clumps of earthen clay.
Interrupting that waltz-like
rhythm, a Sheep’s Foot
Roller crosses the paths to
Soldiers from Colorado
NG 947th EN Co. heavyequipment operators move
earth in the training area to
develop a STOL for UAS flight
training.

STEVENS SAMPSON
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IN LATE MARCH, approximately 175 U.S. Army National Guard (NG) engineers
converged on Hohenfels,
Germany, to participate in
Troop Construction 2017,
the Joint Multinational
Readiness Center’s (JMRC)
annual construction work
project.
In the second of seven
planned rotations for Troop
Construction 2017, soldiers
from Texas, Colorado, Utah,
and Connecticut fulfilled
their required annual
training by deploying to
Hohenfels and constructing
several complex structures
necessary to enrich tactical
capabilities of the U.S. Army
Europe’s premier training
site.
The U.S. Army NG and
Army Reserve’s expertise
and contributions to the
training area are a crucial
asset to JMRC. At the same
time, the mission greatly
increases an engineer unit’s
cohesion and capacity and
builds each soldier’s individual readiness.
The Troop Construction
Program (TCP) is managed
by MAJ Hector Mojica
and SFC Reko Parker, U.S.
Army Reserve soldiers who
are part of the U.S. Army
Europe’s Army Reserve
Engagement Cell (AREC).
“The JMRC TCP provides a unique readinessenhancing opportunity for
reserve component units
deploying to JMRC,” said
Mojica. “We provide a train-

For CPT December
Dickerson and MSG Tyler
J. Schmoker, both with the
372nd EN BDE Construction Management Team,
project management
skills are an asset toward
ensuring each project is a
success.
“Each command team
was challenged to create
and implement a project
management plan,” said
Dickerson. “The current
projects being worked to
completion are due to the
project management skill
level, proficiency, purposedriven main and supportive
effort of every unit, com-

u

story and photos by SGT KAREN STEVENS SAMPSON

A construction management team from Connecticut NG 242nd EN Co.
acts as a logistics support
and equipment management team for all ongoing
projects.
For the third TCP rotation, U.S. Army Reserve
372nd EN BDE based in
Fort Snelling, MN, is assigned to facilitate project
management, project coordination, quality assurance,
and quality control.

ARMY ENGINEER

increase JMRC’s training capabilities

ment, 204th Maintenance
EN HQ and HQ Command,
act as the overall survey and
design team for the second
rotation of Troop Construction 2017.
“We are reevaluating
and updating designs for
future construction projects,
and we are the survey team
for development of the
new enhancements to the
JMRC tactical short takeoff
and landing strip (STOL),”
said CPT John Fraidenburg,
204th HHC commander.
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Troop Construction 2017 engineers

aerate and compress the
clay.
The 260th Engineer Support Company (ESC) of the
Montana NG is one of the
three units that participated
in the third rotation from 26
April through 25 May.
The 260th ESC specializes in horizontal construction. The company contains
medical, supply, communication, and maintenance
sections in addition to the
engineering sections. Their
projects at JMRC include
constructing a gravel parking lot at the Civilians on
the Battlefield training site,
repairing the Counter Improvised Explosive Device
(CIED) training course, and,
most importantly, the construction of the UAS LS.
A team of ten Utah NG
soldiers from the 115th Engineering Facilities Detach-

by MSG WILLIAM ASH
SENIOR CAREER
MANAGEMENT NCO

THE RESULTS from the
most recent MSG Board
were released recently. The
personnel who were selected for promotion most likely
breathed a sigh of relief
and were inundated with
congratulatory texts and
emails. Those who were
considered but not selected
were surely disappointed,
and they asked themselves
what the selected had that
they did not.
So, when is the best
time to start preparing
your records for the next
promotion board? I believe
we would all agree that a
week before your board
file closes is too late. I am
sure that the majority of the
population waits until they
receive the email with a link
to their board file stating
their file will be open for
a certain duration. This
timeframe, while allowing
you to complete your board
file review and time to add
missing documentation, just
might be too late as well. It
is my opinion that the best
time to start preparing for
the next selection board is
TODAY. Why start today?
You have a whole year until
the next selection board,
right? Procrastinate and,
before you know it, you will
be out of time and possibly
looking at the next promotion results wondering why
you were passed over once
again. Start reviewing your
record now, and you will
find that you have plenty of
time to fix your shortcomings.

How do you prepare?
What are the “answers to
the test?” First, get your
leadership involved. Find
a mentor—and more than
one if possible. Ask your
leadership—your PSG,
1SG, CSM—to review your
records with you; armed
with printouts of your ERB,
DA photo, and a minimum
of your last five NCOERs,
meet with your leadership
and/or mentor and ask
for recommendations on
how to improve your file.
Remember, your file is all
the panel members have
to judge your potential for
promotion. Second, watch
the Mock Board Video that
was produced by Army
Human Resources Command. The video details
the board’s structure and
operation, and it even lets
you participate by scoring a
record or two as if you were
a panel member. The video
also addresses Do’s and
Don’ts for your DA photo
and what your records
should contain.
Review the board’s AAR,
published after every board.
If a promotion analysis is
available, compare your
record to the last couple.
This could show you where
you stack up against the
previously selected personnel and can help identify
areas in which you need
to improve. The Engineer
Personnel Development Office has various promotion
analyses posted on both
Milsuite and the ACT Engineer communities’ page.
You also can reference DA
Pam 600-25 for career guidance. This pamphlet serves
as a guide for positions

you should strive to hold at
each rank. It also outlines
which positions are Key and
Developmental–qualifying
positions; this is the same
guide the board uses.
The Engineer Proponent
Sergeant Major, SGM Victor
Rodriguez, sat on a recent
centralized selection board
and noted, “Panel members
see inconsistencies before
they see anything else.”
You want to ensure your
ERB, NCOERs, OMPF, and
DA photo all tell the same
story. Complete a thorough
scrub of your ERB; ensure
all your military schools are
properly annotated, ensure
your awards match those
in your photo, make sure
your latest qualification and
APFT data are properly
reflected, and ensure your
duty assignments/positions
on your ERB align with your
NCOERs and duty stations.
Take the difficult jobs and
taskings and do them to
the best of your ability; your
hard work will be recognized and your NCOERs will
take care of themselves. Be
an active participant in the
counseling process and the
writing of your NCOER. Do
not be afraid to ask questions of your rater when he
completes this important
document. When it is time
to sign your NCOER, you
are simply verifying that the
administrative data is correct. Because you disagree
with the rating is not a valid
reason to refuse to sign
your NCOER. Refusing to
sign your NCOER will not
help you get promoted.
The next area is pretty
simple; review your OMPF
and submit any missing

documents through your
battalion S-1 to have them
added to your file. If it’s on
your ERB, ensure the proof
is in your OMPF. Lastly, take
a DA photo before EVERY
board! Prior to taking your
photo, ensure your uniform
matches the data reflected
on your ERB. Bring a mentor with you when you take
your photo to give your uniform that last “once over.”
Throughout my career,
I have heard the saying,
“Nobody will take care of
you like you.” With that in
mind, take an active interest
in your career and start preparing for the next promotion board TODAY.
NOTES
• Engineer Personnel
Development Office
https://www.milsuite.mil/
book/groups/engineerpersonnel-proponencyoffice
• Engineer Communities
Page on ACT 2.0 https://
actnow.army.mil/
communities/community/
enlisted-cmf12
• HRC: Enlisted Promotions
https://www.hrc.army.
mil/content/Enlisted
Promotions
• HRC Mock Board Video
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EF7cACxuUdg
• HRC: The Adjutant General
Directorate (TAGD) –
Preparation for Enlisted
Boards https://www.hrc.
army.mil/tagd/preparation
enlisted board
• Association of the
United States Army:
Preparing for Centralized
Noncommissioned Officer
Boards https://www.ausa.
org/preparing-centralizednoncommissioned-boards
• TRADOC CSM’s Blog:
CSM Davenport http://
tradocnews.org/category/
straight-from-the-csm/
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FOR A CENTRALIZED PROMOTION BOARD?
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NATO allies, and partners
for modern combat.
The JMRC Troop
Construction 2017 effort
identifies and resources
projects for military engineer construction units. The
annual project’s intent is to
provide units with METL
training opportunities while
simultaneously enhancing
JMRC’s ability to build tangible readiness in every unit
that trains here.

u

each engineer, regardless of
MOS or rank, the opportunities to build proficiency
and competence in their
field. Competence builds
confidence, and engineers
always see their finished
product.”
All this new construction
will improve the operational environment and
provide advanced
tactical training aids
to prepare U.S.,

ARMY ENGINEER

SGT KAREN STEVENS SAMPSON
is JMRC’s NCO of Public
Affairs Operations. As the
primary print journalist and
photojournalist, she gathers
and documents command
information, conducts
interviews, and creates
news releases and feature
articles. She produces
and publishes web-based
multimedia and print media
packages covering all
tactical training exercises
occurring in the Hohenfels
Training Area.

dated Maintenance Activity
(CMA) motor-stables.
“The key ingredient that
ensures the success of TCP
ODT missions is providing
exceptional training value
to the units,” said SFC
Parker, TCP NCOIC. “The
projects and missions
assigned allow
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mand team, and their
soldiers.”
Each construction
company has been assigned four site projects
with extensive construction
requirements. Additional
duties have been assigned
to support operations.
The 149th EN Co. (Vertical) is in charge of organizing and maintaining JMRC’s troop construction
yard, and the 260th
EN Co. (Horizontal) is
in charge of providing maintenance
and repair services
at JMRC’s Consoli-

BEHRENDT

CPT Nichols, Nathan Peul, Sam Bou-Ajarm, Hannah Golla, Kassidy Buschor, Eric Behrendt, Jacob Rutherford, and
Dr. Louis Trent. In this photo, the group stands on top of the tainter gate portion of the dam. The concrete walls
seen in the background are the top of the lock structure.

by ERIC A. BEHRENDT, UC SAME PRESIDENT

CONSTRUCTION
The students were led into
a bus by CPT Nichols who
would direct the tour as
the students were driven
around the construction
yard. After passing through
the security checkpoint,
the bus took the students
on the dirt roads around
the edge of the yard. The
students saw a buzz of
activity where workers were
erecting steel trusses that
would later be lifted and
transported to the water’s
edge. The bus then circled
the onsite concrete batch
plant where all the special
mixed concrete was made
for the dam. This concrete
was designed to be set and
cure underwater during the
dams’ construction. The
bus then followed the road
through acres of stacked
steel and supplies. The
final stop for the bus was at
the precast assembly line.
The students disembarked
right next to a super gantry
crane, the largest in the
United States. The rails
that the super gantry crane
maneuvers on straddles the
precast assembly line. The
assembly line stretched a

quarter mile ending at the
water’s edge. The growth
of each segment can be
seen from end of end of
the yard. As the students
walked the line they
could see workers climbing all over the sections
with ladders and mobile
cranes until the final pieces
required man lifts and huge
tracked cranes to continue
construction.
The massive precast sections of the dam will follow
this assembly line, utilizing the super gantry crane
and specially designed
lifting frames to carry each
piece to the water. From
there, specially designed
equipment will carrier each
piece into the river where a
catamaran barge with the
super gantry cranes twin
brother on top will secure
each piece and lower it into
place on the river bed with
pin point precision. The engineers called this practice
“in the wet” construction.
To learn more about
what this innovative construction method could
produce, the students followed the tour to the dam.
DAM WALK
The students then had the
unique experience of touring the dam structure itself.
They were able to climb to
its highest point and walk
along the top of the dam.
This gave the students an
appreciation of how large
the structure really was. The
width of the river and the
length of the completed

dam sections seemed to be
far greater from this vantage point. There distinct
sections of the dam could
be clearly observed from
here.
The three sections of
the dam each provided
unique capabilities to the
structure. The first was
the lock structure which
was underneath where
the students were standing and almost completely
underwater. The second
was the Tainter gate section
which the students were
standing on. This section
held massive tainter gates
that allow the operators to
manage the water level in
the river. The third section
was the navigable pass
section which lays across
the middle of the river. This

section consists of wickets
that must be raised and
lowered by boat. This is
based off 1900s technology
that has a major advantage
over typical lock and dams.
This section can be lowered
to lay flat on the riverbed
when the water is high so
that boats and barges can
steer right over top without
using the time consuming
locks. The Olmsted project
has included this feature
and other more advanced
features to create the most
modern dam in the United
States’ inventory.
IMPORTANCE
With the completion of the
10+ year Olmsted Lock
and Dam project on the
horizon, the nation can be
assured it has benefited.

The numbers show that
economically the structure
will pay for itself quickly.
The technology and construction advances are sure
to show in future projects
for the USACE. Finally the
project has benefited the
many young minds and
engineers that worked
or toured the site. The
United States builds upon
its engineering excellence
from generation to generation from the professionals
that volunteer their time to
teach the students around
them.
The students from UC
had never seen a project
of this size and precision.
Their tour strengthened
their experiences and
dreams of becoming professional engineers them-

selves. For the Army ROTC
cadets who participated in
the, tour they got a look
into the engineer branch
of the Army. Opportunities
like this allow cadets to find
the right branch that they
will enter upon graduation
and commissioning.
For more information on
the Olmsted Lock and Dam
project, visit the USACE
website at http://www.lrl.
usace.army.mil/Missions/
Civil-Works/Navigation/
Locks-and-Dams/OlmstedLocks-and-Dam/
For UC students interested in SAME and the opportunities of this organization, visit the SAME page
on campuslink at: https://
campuslink.uc.edu/
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FUNDING
This being the largest lock
and dam ever designed
and built by the USACE
it is no surprise that there
is lots of money involved.
The students learned that
the price tag is $3.1 billion.
But don’t worry, tax payers,
they also learned how the
cost was being mitigated.
U.S. Congress authorized
full capacity funding which
the students found out
has actually led to the

Olmsted project coming
in ahead of schedule and
under budget. And once
the Olmsted lock and dam
is finished it is estimated
that it will create an annual
benefit of $640M for the
economy. This should pay
back the country and its tax
payers after only six years in
operation.

u

SITE VISIT
The students arrived to the
Olmsted Lock and Dam
operations office overlooking the Ohio River. A dozen
massive barges floated in
the water, their cranes rising
above the Kentucky shore.
The finished segments of
the dam extended out into
the river in what seemed

as defiance to the waters
power. The finished lock
structure was only located
by a sliver of the lock walls
and its light fixtures high
above the flooded river.
Looking down the bank
of the river students could
see the beginnings of the
dirt construction yard that
covered acres of land.
Cranes rose steeply from
areas deep in the yard.
Miles of fence secured the
100s of millions of dollars
stored within. This is where
the heart of the operation
takes place. The scale of
the project was unlike any
the students or mentors
had seen.
The tour began with
a project brief presented
by Army Captain Jeremy
Nichols, Executive Officer
to the Olmsted project.
Captain Nichols began
with the huge figures of
the Olmsted Dam mega
project. The students were
introduced to the funding
channels the USACE followed for this project.

ARMY ENGINEER

ON THE MORNING OF
7 April, six students and
Army ROTC cadets from
the University of Cincinnati
(UC) took to the road for
the Olmsted Lock and Dam
in Illinois. The Olmsted
Lock and Dam is currently
the largest USACE project
in the nation. These students are members of the
UC student chapter of the
Society of American Military
Engineers (SAME). Accompanying these students was
USACE employee Army
LTC (Ret) Phil Tilly and University of Cincinnati COOP
Director (Ret) Dr. Louis
Trent. The student chapter
of SAME is a new club to
UC that is free for all students to join regardless of
academic major or military
service. The UC SAME club
promotes the awareness
and education of students
on the complex engineering challenges faced by the
United States government.
The club works closely
with military and civilian
mentors, USACE, and the
Cincinnati SAME post to
arrange guest speakers, site
visits, community outreach
events, and more.
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UC STUDENTS TOUR
OLMSTED LOCK AND DAM

A percentage of this fuel is
used to power diesel generators, known as “backup spot generation,” for
facilities. These generators
are usually secondary to the
local public utility, which is
often the primary supplier
of electrical energy to an
installation (DoD Energy
Report 2015). Nationwide,
approximately two-thirds
of utility companies’ power
production comes from
fossil fuels such as coal,
natural gas, or petroleum
(U.S. Energy Information
Administration 2017).
In recent years, renewable energy resources,
such as wind turbines and
photovoltaic solar panels,
have become a viable solution to reduce our nation’s
dependence on fossil fuels,
especially as the costs of
such technology become
more economical. However,
many times these systems
are designed to support
a single or small group of
facilities, such as a building or group of buildings.
More recently, companies
like Raytheon Integrated
Defense Systems are starting to explore the practicality of networking these
components into microgrid
systems (Raytheon 2016).
A microgrid is defined as a
“local energy grid with control capability, which means
it can disconnect from the
traditional grid and operate
autonomously” (Energy.gov

2014). This affords installations the ability to spread
the intrinsic benefits of such
a design to a larger area
using a renewable source.
This provides “islanding”
capabilities to critical infrastructure to protect against
malicious attacks aimed at
the public utility company’s
larger transmission and distribution network (Normandeau 2015).
In 2015, Raytheon, in
cooperation with the 102d
Intelligence Wing of the
Massachusetts Air National
Guard, began to consider
the feasibility of integrating
an existing 1.5 megawatt
(MW) Fuhrlander wind turbine into a microgrid design
at Otis Air Force Base, part
of the larger Joint Base
Cape Cod (JBCC) complex.
The goal was to secure
federal funding via a grant
from Environmental Security
Technology Certification
Program (ESTCP) in accordance with ESTCP’s
strategy to “identify and
demonstrate the most
promising innovative and
cost-effective technologies
and methods that address
the DoD’s high-priority environmental requirements”
(ESTCP 2017).
In March 2016, Raytheon
was awarded the project
with an anticipated cost of
approximately $5.5 million
dollars to be executed over
a three-year period. While
the proprietary system de-

signs are already underway,
construction of distribution
upgrades are expected
to begin mid-2017 and a
system demonstration is
anticipated in 2018 (Altman
2015).
In addition to the existing wind turbine, some
upgraded components of
the system include an intelligent microgrid controller
with the ability to monitor
the status of the turbine,
as well as newly installed
Ultra-batteries® capable of
sustaining 1MW of power
for 120 consecutive hours.
On top of that, an existing
1.6MW diesel generator
will be maintained and
incorporated for additional
redundancy. The microgrid
controller also will have
the ability to receive load
data from, and send switch
signals to, the existing substation for full functionality
independent of the larger
public utility grid (Day, Altman, & Carroll 2016).
Troop construction will
be utilized to offset labor
costs for this project and
to help foster the working
relationships between Army
and Air Force engineers.
Power Line Distribution
Specialists (Army MOS 12Q)
from Delta Co., 249th EN
BN, will install a new, threephase overhead circuit. This
is designed as an expressline directly from the wind
turbine to the specialized
controller and switchgear.
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a statement regarding global threats in
cyber-security and technology, James Clapper, the
former Director of National
Intelligence, remarked, “an
ever-increasing complexity
of networks could lead to
widespread vulnerability in
civilian infrastructures and
US Government systems”
(Clapper 2016). A computer
worm called Stuxnet was
deployed in 2010 to attack
the Busherhr nuclear power
plant in Iran, crippling its
operation, according to a
consensus of experts in the
cyber-security industry (CBS
News 2012). It is fair to
expect that power utilities
in the United States could
be susceptible to a similar
threat in the not-so-distant
future.
To combat the risk,
Department of Defense
(DoD) installations should
begin employing renewable
energy resources such as
wind turbines in conjunction
with intelligently controlled
microgrids as a fiscally
responsible way to minimize
reliance on fossil fuels, while
protecting against malicious
cyber-attacks to critical
infrastructure.
According to the Fact
Sheet “Powering Military
Bases: DoD’s Installation Energy Efforts,” the DoD is the
largest single consumer of
energy in the world, primarily petroleum-based liquid
fuels (Holland et al. 2013).
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money. Essentially, the system helps to pay for itself
while assuring a continuous
supply of clean energy. Raytheon anticipates system
earnings of approximately
$16,000 per MW per month
due to regulatory savings
and upwards of $61,000
per year in demand charge
reduction (Day, Altman, &
Carroll 2016).
Lastly, this Innovative Readiness Training
(IRT) mission for the Army
Reserve and Air National
Guardsmen provides a
unique joint opportunity for
the two services to collaborate on a mutually beneficial
project. The interaction with
other non-military stakeholders ad/or civilian subcontractors also is sure to
be an invaluable experience
for everyone involved.
Potential detractors
could argue that the initial
upfront cost of the system
is unwarranted or that
Eversource, the public
utility provider for the area,
would push back against
the project for competitive
reasons. To the contrary,
the Massachusetts Air
National Guard believes
that this pilot program
could help to achieve their
energy goals three to seven
years early by improving
efficiency, decreasing grid
demand, and assuring
energy security (Day, Altman, & Carroll 2016). The
latter is something that is
likely difficult to quantify
monetarily. Furthermore,
in a statement from David
Olivier, Eversource’s Eastern
Massachusetts Account
Executive, “Eversource is
excited about this project as
well. The electric distribution industry is changing
rapidly and dramatically
and our leadership is keenly
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INTELLIGENTLY CONTROLLED,
WIND TURBINE-POWERED
MICROGRID SYSTEMS

Prime Power Production
Specialists (MOS 12P) will
perform interconnections
between the key components of the microgrid,
while Air Force engineers
will execute the horizontal
construction aspects of
the mission such as tree
clearing, earthwork, and
placement of concrete pads
(Altman 2015).
Benefits for this project
include improved resiliency
and protection from threats,
reduced demand required
of the local utility, assured
supply of clean energy, and
fostering a culture of awareness through collaboration
between sister services and
the private sector (Day, Altman, & Carroll 2016).
Although public utility
power is abundantly available in the United States,
as a sole source, it does
not provide diversity or
redundancy in case of an
emergency (Normandeau
2015). Natural disasters as
well as malicious actors can
cripple critical infrastructure
with little notice or time to
react. Historically, diesel or
natural gas backup generators have bridged the gap;
however, as the cost of
renewable energy becomes
more feasible, this role can
be transferred to renewable
energy microgrid systems,
which will reduce or eliminate the need for fossil fuel
consumption (Wood 2017).
In the case of JBCC,
the existing wind turbine
was originally intended to
simply supply power to a local water pump station and
is being under-utilized. The
desire now is to repurpose
the unused energy elsewhere on the base, thereby
reducing the required
demand to the local utility
and saving the installation
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FIGURE 1. JBCC Microgrid Layout.

interested in exploring
microgrid technology with
our customers to better
understand where it’s going
and how it will operate”
(Altman 2015).
After considering the
numerous benefits of a
microgrid system, powered
by renewable energy, the
Pentagon, in addition to
an effort to mitigate the
risks associated with cyber
attacks, should begin implementing these autonomous
distribution networks to
help offset energy costs and
reduce reliance on fossil fuels. In the end, it is a viable
solution to each services,
energy conservation initiatives. If test demonstrations
at JBCC prove theoretical
concepts practical, similar
systems should be employed elsewhere across
the DoD.

COURTESY RAYTHEON INTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEMS
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